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ABSTRACT 
Clinically-oriented computer assisted instruction (CAl) has 
been receiving greater emphasis in the last few years. Similarly 
progress has been made in the development of (a) generative CAl tech-
niques and (b) the refinement of a formalized medical decision-making 
criterion. These developments have led to the implementation of a 
nonauthored CAl system for training clinicians in medical decision-
making using actual patient data. 
The nonauthoredCAl system is composed of several subsystems. 
The principal components include (a) a statistical analysis system 
providing many options including the generation of histograms, (b) 
an automated medical decision-making system, and (c) a system for find-
ing patients with desired characteristics and generating populations 
interactively. The functions and interrelationships of each component 
are described in detail. The nonauthoredCAl system's primary advan-
tages include: (a) it provides the capability of studying medical 
decision-making procedures in a formal setting; (b) it is a subject-
independent system and therefore ;s relevant to a broad spectrum of 
clinicians (it is limited by the extent of the clinical data availa-
ble); (c) because of its generative qualities no courseware "author-
ing" ;s required; and (d) because the system requires little training 
to use, investigations may be conducted in either a formalized group 
setting or in an independent study mode. 
Due to the system's relevance to clinical medicine, several 
persons affiliated with academic medicine have seen the system demon-
strated. In addition to these observers, a demonstration of the sys-
tem in a more structured setting was explored. A broad spectrum of 
clinicians repeatedly used the CAl system to investigate subjects of 
interest during these structured sessions. Details ·of their investi-
gations and comments are included. Finally, a few future possibili-
ties and enhancements for the system are explored. 
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CHAPTER I 
Statement of the Problem and 
a Proposed Solution 
The major emphasis in teaching medical students may be called 
the deterministic model of disease and its manifestations. That is, 
students are taught cause and effect relationships through basic sci-
ence courses and this forms the basis for clinical reasoning during 
their clerkships. However, the experienced clinician does not rely 
solely on such a deterministic model but makes many decisions on the 
basis of a stochastic or empirical model as well. The clinician devel-
ops self-conceived statistical models that have evolved from years of 
clinical experience with many patients. These two models are not con-
flicting but instead tend to strengthen and support one another. The 
educational problem is that the student does not experience both modal-
ties, but because of limited time and clinical exposure he is exposed 
almost exclusively to the deterministic model. 
This thesis presents a computerized system for statistically 
analyzing available parameters on large numbers of actual patients in 
an interactive setting. In a short period of time the student, aided 
by the instructor, may investigate data on patients with similar abnor-
malities. He may form hypotheses from his observations then test them 
against the actual patient data. The system is useful for the medical 
student and clinician alike. By examining patient data the user may 
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identify the criteria that are keys to making diagnostic and thera-
peutic decisions. It is the purpose of this report to describe a 
computer assisted instruction (CAl) system designed to provide a stu-
dent with experience in the application of a statistical approach to 
decision-making using this model with actual patient data; and (2) he 
may acquire some skill in derivation of decision logic from empirical 
data on patients. 
An Overview of Com uter 
Assisted Instruction CAl) 
More and more applications are being devised for the use of the 
computer as an instructional tool to either describe or simulate activ-
ities in a wide variety of disciplines. Projections show that this 
growth is likely to be sustained (Hickey, 1974). Some factors contrib-
uting to CAlis growth include evaluation studies which reveal that it 
is as effective as traditional instruction when used as a replacement, 
and that students learn more material in less time (Abrahmason et al., 
1969). Economic factors contributing to the growth of CAl will in time 
became increasingly important. One authority (Hickey, 1974) suggests 
that CAl is already less expensive than traditional instruction in some 
subject areas. He predicts that within a decade CAI will become cheap-
er in virtually all disciplines. 
Uttal et al. (1970, pp. 1-3) have used the following three broad 
categories for classifying CAI: (1) "degenerate computer teaching 
machines;1I (2) "selective computer teaching machines;1I and (3) IIgener-
ative computer teaching machines." The nature of these three cate-




The degenerate computer teaching machine is characterized by a 
computer acting primarily as an electronic page-turner. Very little 
interaction and feedback occurs. Due to their ineffectiveness such 
systems have not endured (Uttal et al., 1970). 
Selective Computer 
Teaching Machines 
Selective computer teaching machines are characterized by 
author-produced dialogue consisting of "canned" questions and "appro-
priate ll answers. These systems are also known as frame-oriented (or 
frame-by-frame) systems. Considering the full spectrum of CAl develop-
ments, the great majority may be considered frame-oriented systems 
(Molnar, 1976; Raid, 1974). The question-answer dialogue results from 
what is called the CAr courseware. Complete descriptions of how 
courseware is authored appear in the literature (Reed et al., 1974). 
* The following is a brief excerpt to convey the notion of a frame. 
Which one of the following is the most useful in screening 
patients for Cushing's Syndrome (regardZess of etiology)? 
A. Metyrapone tests 
B. ACTH intravenous infusion tests 
C. Plasma ACTH concentration 
D. 8 a.m. plasma cortisol concentration 
E. ~Jernight single dose dexamethasone suppression test 
?C 
Incorrect. ACTH concentration measurement is not a good screen-
ing procedure because values may be low~ normal~ or high in CUsh-
ing's syndome depending on the etiology. Try again. 
* Italics represent computer output. 
?D 
Incor~/'ect. There is too much overlap with normals for 8 a.m. 




Good. Suppression of 8 a.m. plasma cortisol to a low level occurs 
in normals after administration of dexamethasone. Patients with 
Cushing's Syndrome fail to suppress. 
Perhaps the most notable attribute characterizing frame-oriented 
systems is that all questions must be specified by an lIauthor" as well 
as a set of anticipated student responses to each question. Any branch-
ing that may occur must be determined in advance by the "author.1I 
Since all questions, answers, and branching to other remedial questions 
must be specified (an activity called lIauthoring" of courseware) in 
advance of any student-computer interaction, time commitments to course-
ware development make it very expensive. In this mode it is actually 
prohibitive for teaching some subjects. 
One author notes: 
The most critical problem for computer-based instruction is the 
lack of high quality courseware and the high costs associated with 
courseware development. Costs can range from $3,000-$20,000 per 
contact hour and total costs can easily exceed equipment and oper-
ating costs. (Molnar, 1976, p. 21) 
A contact hour is defined as the material needed to occupy a 
student for one hour at the terminal actively using the system, receiv-
ing questions and responding to them. The difficulties and frustra-
tions encountered when working with frame-oriented systems must be 
experienced to fully appreciate why the experts say that alternative 
methods of CAr must be developed. 
The following interesting analogy illustrates the limitations 
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of selective computer teaching machines: 
Selective computer teaching machines thus suffer from the same 
limitation as the pictographic languages of the Orient. There is 
little generality to the representational scheme and there must be 
as many characters (items) as there are concepts (student inter-
actions). The coded languages of the West, however, use a very 
small number of symbols and a limited number of combination rules 
to form words representing a wide variety of concepts. This coded, 
or algorithmic, approach to language is far more efficient, econom-
ical and elegant; in addition, it possesses psychological advan-
tages of considerable consequence. The mind-blasting result of 
memorizing 5,000 to 10,000 weakly discriminable characters has to 
be experienced to be appreciated. (Uttal et al., 1970, p. 3) 
Nonauthored CAl 
Teaching Machines 
The notion of nonauthored CAlor gener3tive computer teaching 
machines has received limited attention in the literature. Such sys-
tems generally employ the computer for generating problems, answers, 
diagnostic and remedial feedback. Nonauthored CAl departs from frame-
oriented systems by operating on the data base such that the output 
generated produces a dynamic learning environment. What determines if 
a system is generative? One expert states: 
It is important to recognize that generative CAl is still being 
defined, •.• the term is defined more by instance than by any 
class description. Thus, the attempt to demand precision from 
those who use the term may be compared with attempts to demand a 
definition of constitutional powers that wise men have left ambig-
uous. To offset a tendency to want premature closure, researchers 
need to maintain a set of diversity that welcomes contrasting para-
digms of generative CAl. . .• (McMullen, 1974, p. 30) 
Some instances will be discussed later. This mode of CAl may 
potentially alter the future of CAI as seen by the experts. The lead-
ing CAl experts were recently interviewed by Hickey (1974). Some 59 
topics for CAI research were recommended by the experts. Among these, 
nonauthored (generative) CAl and ten other topics were given the 
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highest priority for research. 
fhe appeal of generative CAl, according to Rigney (see Hickey, 
1974, p. 49) is that it is one way to relieve the awesome burden of 
authoring and anticipating every possible response. Licklider (see 
Hi ckey, 1974, p. 50) is qui te cri t; ca 1 of the frame-by-frame approach 
to CAI. He points out that almost all CAl authors conceive of CAI as 
being something like a book, except that it ;s interactive. As an 
alternative, he suggests that CAl programs should be more model-driven, 
that is, deriving questions and answers based on some model. Further-
more, he states that we certainly should not stay with the idea of 
"canned" questions. Suppes (in Hickey, 1974, p. 50) feels that IIhighly 
generative courses for which the authors have to write rather sophisti-
cated algorithmic descriptions of classes of problems " as opposed to 
the conventional selective CAl approach, is the way CAl development in 
the future will be implemented. 
Nonauthored (or generative) CAl as described by these experts is 
not a trivial capability to develop. For example, some models incor-
porate sophisticated techniques rooted in artificial intelligence (Mol-
nar, 1976). Molnar states: liThe fields of artificial intelligence, 
algorithmic. [approaches], and cognitive learning are all converg-
ing ... 11 (p. 19) to produce a new and viable approach to CAl. This 
view is supported by other researchers of CAl systems (Koffman et al., 
1975; Peele et al", 1975). 
It is readily apparent that some subject areas may not lend 
themselves to the generative approach. Subject matters suited to gen-
erative or nonauthored CAl are limited as noted in the following: 
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The idea of generation hinges upon the fact that there are some 
subject matters which are amenable to algorithmic manipulation. 
The list of subject matters so amenable is small: currently, it 
includes the mathematical course materials, other mathematically 
oriented subjects like the physical sciences, and some special 
subject matters such as chemistry or logic in which there is a 
formal system describing the relations between and among parts. 
(Uttal et al., 1970, p. 3) 
Similarly, another CAl expert supports this view by stating that lithe 
properties of Generative CAl make it particularly useful for problem 
ori ented courses. II (Koffman, 1973, p. 182) 
Although medicine is not listed among the subject areas appro-
priate for generative CAl development, it possesses some of the re-
quired attributes. The procedures in diagnostic and prescriptive med-
icine may be ordered into a II formal system describing the relations 
between and among parts," as stated in the above quote (Uttal et al., 
1970, p. 3), and therefore are "amenable to algorithmic manipulations." 
This is a most significant attribute because it means that nonauthored 
or generative CAl theoretically may be applied to medical education. 
A few examples may aid in conveying the notion of nonauthored CAl, 
especially when contrasted with the previous examples given for frame-
or; ented CAl. 
One of the leading CAl experts has created a "generativell (non-
authored) CAl system (Koffman, 1973) which is designed as an introduc-
tory course in computer science at the University of Connecticut. The 
system considers the students I "level" which is dynamic and is derived 
from past performance. The current "level" is used by the question-
generation algorithm to assess the difficulty of the next question. 
The system generates drill and practice types of questions for the 
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conversion of numbers between base 2, 8, 10, or 16, and the logical AND 
of such numbers. The question-generation algorithm uses the current 
1I1 evelll to determine how many digits and the base of the numbers to be 
presented in the next question. For example, the probability of asking 
a student to give the logical AND of two hexadecimal numbers increases 
proportionally with student 1I1evel. 1I This brief example illustrates 
that the computer can generate appropriate problems and evaluate stu-
dent responses without predetermined, human, one-for-one question-
answering production or manual interventions. 
Principles from artificial intelligence are increasingly impor-
tant in the development of some of the more exotic attemptsto develop 
nonauthored CAr systems. For example, SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970) is a 
nonauthored CAr system which utilizes a data base of facts concerning 
South America; it is not generalized for other subjects. The terms in 
the data base form a semantic network with associated pointers to other 
related terms. For example, Brazil is a unit 1n the semantic network 
with attributes such as longitude, capital city, etc. The values of 
the attributes appear as other terms in the network. The network may 
be used for both question-generation and answering. To illustrate, the 
system may ask the user the question, liThe capital of Argentina is ----
(fill in)?11 When generating such a question, the system also retrieves 
the correct answer for a subsequent comparison with the user's response. 
Similarly the system permits free form input for soliciting factual 
information. For example, a student may type, "What is the capital of 
Argentina?i1 The semantic network is traversed based on the relation-
ships and pointers and the correct answer is generated and presented 
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to the user. 
Another nonauthored CAl project is designed for: 
•• 0 assisting a student in constructing a proof by applying the 
rule of inference designated by him to earlier lines in the proof 
sequence. If the student's rule cannot be applied, he is given 
remedial feedback. Efforts to verify that a line typed in by a 
student is a valid inference from his previous work have been mod-
erately successful. A more ambitious goal now under study is to 
have the theorem prover suggest ways of completing a proof taking 
into account the student's incomplete or erroneous work. (Koff-
man et al., 1975, p. 218) 
The authors present the complexity of the problems associated with nat-
ural language systems and lament that "none of these systems currently 
have an effective way of adapting the tutorial dialogue to exploit the 
information present in an incorrect student response." (Koffman et al., 
1975, p. 218) 
With such nonauthored systems, one may ask, "are there any gen-
eralized, subject-independent systems, or more especially any medically-
oriented nonauthored systems? Manual and automated searches of the 
literature have revealed no such reports concerning these systems. 
These searches have been conducted by the author and experts at the 
National Library of Medicine. 
Medical CAl in Perspective 
Medical education is expensive. Costs ranging from $16,000 to 
$26,000 per student per year were recently reported by the Association 
of American Medical Colleges. This and other factors have motivated 
the investigation of alternative methods of instruction. Most of the 
medical CAl developments have been aimed at undergraduate medical edu-
cation. These may be classified into one of two categories: 
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(1) preclinical (basic sciences) or (2) clinical. A recent survey 
(Kamp, 1975) of the medical institutions active in CAl developments 
found that 46 institutions reported 300 units (distinct courses) of 
medical CAI representing 743 contact hours of student-computer inter-
action. More than half of all the CAI developed was accomplished at 
four institutions. This led the Lister Hill National Center for Bio-
medical Communications to sponsor an experiment in medical CAl between 
1973 and 1975. The experiment was conceived to answer several ques-
tions, some of which include: 
1. If CAl services are made available over a time-sharing com-
munications network, will people be willing to sample them? 
2. Can the material offered over the network be integrated in 
a meaningful way to existing curricula? 
3. Can it produce measurable benefits? 
4. Will it produce changes in ways medical schools teach? 
5. What is the mechanism whereby new CAl material may be gen-
erated most efficiently and cost-effectively? 
Four contracts were negotiated, one with a commercia', time-
sharing service, and three with institutions possessing CAl develop-
mental expertise. The latter included (1) Ohio State University Col-
lege of Medicine; (2) The University of Illinois Medical Center; and 
(3) Massachusetts General Hospital. Over 100 user institutions par-
ticipated in the experiment, accessing CAl courseware at one or more 
of the three host centers. 
These studies report that most of the above questions were never 
answered by the experiment, but question one was answered very 
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affirmatively. A monthly average usage of more than 2,000 hours shows 
that not only will users sample the materials, but they repeatedly 
access them. The available CAl materials included many hours of clin-
ica1 propgrams. The experiment showed that medical students in their 
second and third years and house staff used the clinical programs 
extensively. A discussion of the network as it relates to the above 
questions is presented by Rubin (1976). 
The main reason the other questions were not answered ;s lack 
of effective means of measurement and not enough commitment on the part 
of participating institutions to supply the manpower required for a 
more critical analysis. The participants were expected to take an 
active role, but the incentives for such involvement simply were not 
there. A network evaluation contract with Human Resources Research 
Organization C'HumRRO") was negotiated and their report has been pub-
lished (Rubin et al., 1975). 
A recent study of 131 U.S. and Canadian medical schools reported 
that 81 schools made use of CAl, and of these, 53 or nearly 66% were 
using clinical applications of CAl (Wenzel, 1976). Earlier studies 
(Brigham et al., 1972; Kamp, 1975) have also attempted to categorize 
CAl usage into either preclinical or clinical, but they report a lower 
percentage of clinical applications. These studies reveal an increas-
ing demand for clinically-oriented CAl. 
The Deterministic and Stochastic 
Approaches for Medical Education 
The Deterministic Model 
The conventional approach to teaching physicians is centered on 
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teaching basic sciences and two years of clinical clerkships where 
cause and effect relationships are emphasized. This approach conforms 
to what may be called the determinstic model. According to this model 
the student examines a few patients and is expected to evaluate and 
help manage them, demonstrating an understanding of the cause and ef-
fect relationships that were taught in the basic science courses. Per-
haps the knowledge most critical to the clinician in understanding 
these cause and effect relationships is physiology. For this reason 
the student is encouraged to develop a thorough knowledge of physiology 
so that he may recognize the mechanisms responsible for both normal and 
abnormal functions. For example, a recent two-year study (Geyman, 
1976) revealed that congestive heart failure ranked as the 19th most 
common problem seen by family practitioners. With such a common dis-
ease it is imperative that the clinician have a thorough understanding 
of cardiovascular physiology, both for the normal patient and the pa-
tient in congestive heart failure so that he may quickly recognize and 
treat the problem. 
The following illustrates how the deterministic model is pre-
sented in a physician's training. In the physiology courses the stu-
dent is taught the physiological mechanisms regulating cardiac output. 
When the student encounters a patient who may be experiencing conges-
tive heart failure, he can draw upon his knowledge of the circulatory 
system and the mechanisms regulating cardiac output and properly con-
firm such a diagnosis and begin treatment. This requires that the stu-
dent ask the right questions during the history phase such as uHow many 
pillows do you sleep on at night?1I and "Does mild exertion leave you 
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breathless?1I Therefore, asking the right questions and performing the 
proper tests during the history and physical exam is predicated upon a 
thorough knowledge of the physiology of cardiac output regulation. 
The appropriate results of the questions and tests may lead the physi-
cian to the diagnosis of congestive heart failure. 
After making such a diagnosis the student may then be called 
upon to specify recommendations for treatment. Once again, a thorough 
knowledge of physiology is important. For example, the student may 
recommend that the patient be placed on a diuretic, knowing that the 
symptoms of congestive heart failure are partly due to an increase in 
blood volume. Therefore, the administration of diuretics is one treat-
ment to achieve the desired result. This brief example, though far 
from complete, illustrates how the determinstic model operates. First, 
the student is taught the normal and abnormal physiology and from this 
knowledge the student can deduce symptoms that result from some of 
these underlying mechanisms. This is an important and crucial model, 
but it is not the only model for medical instruction. 
The Stochastic Model 
It is generally considered that the experienced clinician's day-
to-day practice of medicine is performed in a very different mode than 
that which is taught in medical school. One of the reasons for intern-
ships and residencies is for the student to get experience with the 
diagnostic, prognostic, and treatment phases of clinical medicine. It 
is in practice that the clinician begins to build his own stochastic 
model of the various disease states observed. Up until the time of 
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the internship or residency the student is more or less practicing 
textbook medicine. Therefore, under the supervision of the lIexpertsll 
he may begin to build his own view of the clinical parameters in med-
ical decision-making. It may literally take years to build a model of 
a disease, but each new case serves to confirm concepts that were gen-
erated from previous cases. Each new case has potential for altering 
the current perspective the clinician has for the disease. Therefore, 
the clinician is forming an evolving intuitive model of the important 
relationships between the diagnoses, symptoms, and the treatments of 
various diseases. The parameters of such a model are frequencies and 
distributions. 
One of the problems in teaching only the deterministic model to 
medical students is that it encourages medical decision-making based 
on classical examples with little emphasis on the range of manifesta-
tions. Medical texts are replete with generalized statements regard-
ing various parameters for various disease states. For example, it is 
not infrequent to see medical texts state that parameter X may be ele-
vated in a particular disease, while parameter Y is reduced in the same 
disease, thus giving the inexprienced clinician no real empirical num-
bers for decision-making. From this brief discussion of problems en-
countered in building onels own stochastic or intuitive model of a dis-
ease, it is no wonder that it requires years of clinical experience to 
develop an accurate statistical model from a single physician experience. 
The computer system developed as part of the research described 
in t~is t~esis is designed to provide the clinician with the following 
advantages for building his own empirical models of disease: 
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1. The system does not require a faculty member to author a 
dialogue such as that seen in the examples of the frame-by-frame-
oriented CAI systems. This could be called the unstructured approach. 
20 It allows a student to improve his problem-solving skills by 
developing hypotheses which he can test against actual patient data. 
For example, he may explore relations between one laboratory test value 
and another o He may also test for independence of laboratory test val-
ues from each other within a set of patients. Similarly, the student 
may explore the relative frequencies of the various disease manifesta-
tions. 
30 The system permits the student to develop medical decision-
making criteria from the study of these relationships and then test 
these criteria using data from real individual patients or sets of 
patients. That is, it allows the student to explore relationships 
among variable data which can then be used in medical decision-making 
on future patients o 
40 Another advantage afforded the user is the ability to explore 
other data and decisions on patients who exhibit exceptionally low or 
high values for any specific data item (e.g., outliers on a statistical 
distribution). This feature permits the user to review the complete 
set of data co11ected for a single patient, which hopefully will be 
enlightening in determining what caused the patient to be exceptional. 
5g A student may develop skills in deductive reasoning based on 
data derived from real patients and improve his ability to develop sto-
chastic models through the experience with deductive reasoning obtained 
as he uses the system. 
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6. This system is self-documenting in the following ways: (a) 
the logic developed by the student to define populations and variables 
is retained by the system and a hardcopy is available to the user upon 
request. (b) The sequence of hypotheses developed by the student and 
the results of testing these hypotheses is retained in the form of an 
audit trail file. A hardcopy of this sequence may be printed by the 
user at any time. (c) the data base may be saved in its current state 
(i.e., at the end of one session in a series), and later it may be 
restored at the user's request. This feature allows the other users 
of the teaching mode to pursue their investigations independently with-
out lengthy delays for data base regeneration. 
CHAPTER II 
The generative teaching system presented in this thesis consists 
of several component subsystems. This chapter describes the functions 
performed by the subsystems and how they are integrated to form the 
teaching system. 
HELP As a Subsystem 
for Decision-Making 
HELP is a computerized medical decision-making system that is an 
integral part of this teaching system. HELP is designed to simulate 
the decision-making processes employed by the medical expert. Many 
medical decision-making algorithms are presented in the medical liter-
ature, such as those presented by Ledley et a1. (1959), Warner et a1. 
(1961), Gorry et al. (1968), Cornfield et al. (1973), Moore (1973) and 
others. From these efforts it is apparent that computerized medical 
decision-making is not only possible, but practical in a variety of 
circumstances. These studies have concluded that the computer can sim-
ulate the expert and arrive at conclusions similar to those reached by 
medical experts, given the same data. 
The HELP system was developed by Warner and his associates. It 
is an advanced decision-making system which is in clinical use as a 
consulting tool at the LOS Hospital in Salt Lake City. 
HELP is used in the teachir.g system to (a) create medical deci-
sion-making logic, and (b) generate populations and variables. The 
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remainder of this section explains the fundamental concepts pertaining 
to these two functions. 
Medical Decision-Making 
In designing HELP, four fundamental criteria were considered: 
(1) patient data should be acquired insofar as possible by direct input 
to the computer from automated equipment (examples include ECG, spirom-
etry, and clinical laboratory data); (2) the system should provide con-
sultation to the physician in the form of decision suggestions (Pryor 
et al., 1975); (3) the medical decision-making logic should be readily 
transferrable; and (4) the computer response time should be acceptable 
(under two seconds). Thus, the HELP system is designed (1) to make 
available the expert physician's logic to nonexperts on a 24-hour 
basis, and (2) to standardize the decision-making procedure. Articles 
by Warner (1972), Pryor et al. (1975), and Gardner (1975) provide fur-
ther details about the HELP systems. 
A general requirement for the HELP system to operate effectively 
is the existence of a computerized data base. The patient data file, 
the medical decision-making logic file, and the problem file (e.g., a 
list of problems noted for the patient) all contribute to the HELP 
decision-making process. The "patient data fi1e ll contains data 
acquired from several sources throughout the hospital (i.e., patient 
history, heart catheterization laboratory, clinical laboratory, etc.). 
The IImedical decision-making logic file ll includes the medical logic 
criteria upon which an expert would base a medical decision. The 
II prob1em file" contains the decisions made on each patient by the 
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HELP logico The problems in each patient's record are used in plan-
ning, reporting, and reviewing patient care. Each patient's decision 
list is available to the physician via terminals or as hardcopy. 
A typical sequence of events is as follows: A patient is ad-
mitted to the hospital and proceeds through the admission screening 
laboratory where a computerized self-administered history is taken. 
This is followed by the acquisition of ECG, spirometry, hematology, 
vital signs, etco The storage of this data in the patient's file auto-
matically triggers the HELP system's medical decision-making logic to 
produce diagnostic suggestions and store these in the patient's deci-
sion file. 
The steps involved in deriving and processing a medical decision 
associated with an ECG include the following: (1) the electrocardio-
gram is sampled by the computer; (2) morphology, rhythm, and other 
parameters (e.g., RR interval, ST elevation, QRS duration, etc.) are 
extracted; (3) the extracted parameters are stored in the patient's 
data file; (4) the result of the analysis of the parameters by HELP 
is an ECG finding; (5) the findings or decisions are stored in the 
patient's file; (6) a report based on these findings is generated. 
The medical decision-making logic is composed of basic building 
blocks called HELP sectors. A HELP sector for determining a normal ECG 
is seen in Figure 2.1. This example is a very simple sector which was 
selected because it omits the more complex or advanced features of HELP 
which are sufficiently complex to confuse the uninitiated. Figure 2.1 
illustrates an easily understood sequence of logic which would come at 
the end of a chain of previous decisions. The ECG would be determined 
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NORMAL ECG 
FVAL A and 8 and C and 0 and not E 
A Norma 1 Rhythm 
B Norma 1 P 
C Normal QRS 
0 Normal ST and T 
E Borderline ECG 
Fig. 201. HELP sector logic for determining a high-level deci-
sion concerning the ECG. 
to be normal if the final evaluation (FVAL) was found to be true, and 
this decision, of course, would be stored in the patient's decision 
list. Items A through E would have been previously evaluated based on 
ECG parameters and other HELP sector logic sequences. Therefore, this 
HELP sector simply recalls the previous decisions and makes a higher 
level decision (normal/abnormal ECG) based in previous decisions and 
logical statements within this HELP sector. First, the decision of 
whether A (normal rhythm) was true is recalled, followed by the retriev-
al of the true or false condition decisions of B, C, 0, and E. Then the 
FVAL is detennined. In order for the final evaluation (namely, a nor-
mal ECG) to be true, then A and Band C and 0 would have to be true and 
E would have to be false. That is, in order for the final evaluation 
to be true (that this person has a normal ECG), the person would have 
to have a normal rhythm, a normal P wave, a normal QRS complex, a nor-
mal ST and T, and not a questionable or borderline ECG. HELP, having 
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made a decision, stores the decision in the patient's file. 
An additional example of HELP will further illustrate the impact 
of the total system. Assume a patient receiving an ECG test has an 
abnormal rhythm due to the effects of digitalis. The medical decision-
making logic calls for the analysis of such parameters as digitalis, 
serum potassium, and serum creatinine from the patient's record in 
order to evaluate the diagnosis of digitalis toxicity with potassium 
dep1etiono Thus, some of the ECG medical decision-making logic may 
require data not only from the ECG test, but also from the clinical 
laboratory and the pharmacy. 
HELP as a Tool for Generating 
Populations and Variables 
The following is a description of the words IIpopulation" and 
"variab1e." A population may consist of patients who have blood urea 
nitrogen (BUN) level greater than 30 mg/d1 upon admission. A popula-
tion consists of identification (IO) nUITlbers of all patients who sat-
isfya criterion (e.g., BUN> 30). Variables consist of values of a 
particular parameter for patients in a population. For example, a 
variable may consist of the maximum bilirubin value for each patient 
in a population. The process of population or variable generation is 
accomplished by (1) creating the HELP sector logic and (2) using the 
logic against the individual patient data to either select patients 
and/or retrieve the values of variables to be included in the data 
base. Creating populations using HELP is the first, yet not the only, 
method used in population-generationa 
The following illustrates use of the HELP logic to generate 
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(1) patient populations and (2) variables for patients in the popula-
tions o Assume that a population is to be generated consisting of pa-
tients who had a reticulocyte count performed within one day before 
receiving iron and who also had another reticulocyte count ordered 
within eight days after receiving the iron. Using the resulting logic, 
patients would be evaluated individually. Only those patients who met 
the criteria would be included in the population being generated. 
Similarly, in generating variables, first the HELP sector logic 
is created, followed by a comparison of the logic against the data for 
each patient in the population. For example, assume that a variable, 
the lowest hematocrit, is to be created for patients in a population. 
The logic to select the lowest hematocrit would be generated using 
HELP. This logic would then be used to extract the lowest value among 
all the hematocrit values for each patient in the population. There-
fore, the lowest (or minus zero for patients with no results) hemato-
crit value would be the new variable being generated. 
The process of creating the HELP logic for the generation of 
populations and variables may require five to 20 minutes or more depend-
ing on its complexity. The comparison of the logic against the patient 
data is a lengthy process requiring ten seconds to several minutes per 
population. The actual time may vary depending on the complexity of 
the logic and the size of the population, but more importantly on the 
current load on the time-shared computer system. 
The FIND System 
FIND is a subsystem for rapidly finding patients who satisfy 
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a set of user-defined medical decisions. The FIND subsystem permits 
the rapid retrieval of patients that satisfied specified HELP sectors 
or HELP decision logic during their hospital stay without having to 
reevaluate the medical decision logic and run the HELP logic against 
the patient data. To perform the latter function while in the teach-
ing mode is totally unacceptable, due to the excessive time required 
to generate new populations using HELP. 
The following is a description of how the FIND subsystem works: 
All medical decisions are grouped into broad categories called data 
classes. For example, cardiology decisions fall into data class 03 
(see Figure 2.2). These decisions may be further subcategorized by 
what are called field codes. Decisions based on the ECG morphological 
analysis are assigned the field code 00 (see Figure 2.3). Specific 
decisions then appear under the data class and field code (see Figure 
2.4). The FIND subsystem reserves disc space for saving pointers to 
patients who have had decisions made under certain data classes and 
field codes (see Figure 2.5). A decision is made on a patient based 
on the ECG parameters. A numeric code for the decision and a pointer 
to the patient are stored in the next available word of disc storage 
reserved for cardiac decisions (see Figure 2.5). As other decisions 
are made based on the ECG parameters, their respective decision number 
and patient number are appended to the list. The file structure des-
cribed for FIND is an inverted file designed to improve retrieval 
times. 
The next section provides further details on retrieving a set of 
patients who have all had the same medical decision made on them during 







Blood gas and pulmonary 
decisions 
Chemistry decisions 










00 Decisions based on ECG 
morphology data 
01 ECG decisions requiring 
pharmacy data 
40 Decisions based on history 
data 
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Left bundle branch heart 
block 
Old myocardial infarction 
(MI) 








6 7462 NOTE: A patient with 
a left bundle branch 
heart block 
6 7360 NOTE: Patient has 
old MI 
24 Next available word of 
disc storage 
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Fig. 2.5. Example of the FIND subsystem pointers to patients 
with similar problems. 
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their hospital stay. The user may desire to retrieve the set of pa-
tients from a population who exhibited a left bundle branch heart 
block. To retrieve such a set, the user would enter the keywords asso-
ciated with the set of patients desired. In this example the user 
could enter the keyword "block. 1I The computer would then present the 
messages of all HELP decisions containing that keyword. Among the list 
of messages presented would appear the message: "left bundle branch 
heart block!! and the user would select this from the list. 
All medical decisions in the HELP system are coded with a num-
ber. The left bundle branch heart block is decision 17 within the 
broad category of ECG decisions (see Figures 2.4 and 2.5) The FIND 
subsystem has an inverted file containing the decision number and the 
patient number (patient relative identification sector address) under 
each of the broad categories referred to previously (see Figure 2.5). 
In this example, as FIND begins the search for patients who exhibited 
a "l eft bundle branch heart block," it accesses data in the inverted 
file. It begins searching the decisions made under data class 3, field 
code zero, looking for decision 17 (see Figures 2.4 and 2.5). As it 
searches the inverted file patients who qualify are included in a sep-
arate list consisting of only patients who had a "left bundle branch 
heart block,,11 After searching the entire list of decisions for pa-
tients with cardiac problems, all patients who have had a left bundle 
heart block and are in the specified population are stored on disc and 
the list of these patients is presented at the user's terminal. The 
user then may select one patient at a time from the list to review the 
individual patient1s data, analyzing other patient problems and other 
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parameters that may be of interest, or he may use the group as a popu-
lation and perform further statistical analysis. 
The Original STRATO System 
STRATO is a statistical subsystem for the analysis of clinical 
data. It is a system used for statistically analyzing patient popula-
tions and the variables associated with the patients. The STRATO sys-
tem was developed by William Miller, a Ph.D. candidate in the Univer-
sity of Utah Department of Medical Biophysics and Computing. The 
STRATO system has not yet been described in detail in the literature. 
STRATO gets its name from the fact that the populations and variables 
may be stratified; that is, HELP may be used to create subpopulations 
and variables from the data base. For example, using a population of 
patients who had received more than 50 units of blood, one could use 
HELP logic to divide this population into two subpopulations, males and 
females. After these two subpopulations are created, variables for 
them may be created Q 
In the original STRATO system, the only method available for 
population and variable generation was to create HELP sector logic and 
use it against the data base. This process was described in the pre-
vious section explaining the HELP subsystem. 
There were several restrictions which made it impossible to use 
the original STRATO system in a teaching mode. The following are a few 
of these restrictions: (1) all programs were of such a restricted size 
that only limited processing (small number of patients) could be done; 
(2) excessive time was required for the generation of new populations 
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and variables which meant that all populations and variables had to be 
generated prior to the interactive session; (3) there was some ambi-
guity in the user messages, so that the user was frequently confused 
by the messages; and (4) many options were offered that were not perti-
nent in the teaching mode. The following section presents the ap-
proaches taken to overcome these and other restrictions. 
Significant modifications to STRATO were made in ten areas: 
(1) alterations to user messages; (2) population-generation procedures; 
(3) variable-generation procedures; (4) FIND pointer generation; (5) a 
linking of the HELP system to STRATO; (6) patient data review linkage; 
(7) ranking of patients by a variable; (8) the teaching mode password; 
(9) variable and population hardcopies; and (10) the audit trail file. 
Each of these ten new features will now be described in further detail. 
Alterations to User Messages 
Most of the messages in the STRATO system have been expanded, sac-
rificing brevity for increased clarity. Messages novl present a "prompt,1I 
indicating when the user is to respond. The types of messages pre-
sented to the user are password-dependent. All passwords other than 
the teaching mode password present the full spectrum of messages for 
manipulating, generating, and processing populations and their varia-
bles. When using the teaching mode password, messages are greatly expanded 
for increased clarity and yet actually fewer options are available to 
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the user, so that there is less chance of destroying the data base or 
getting into complex processing which may utterly confuse the unini-
tiated. For example, in the regular STRATO system the user is offered 
the option of clearing the patient data disc and generating a new pa-
tient data disc. This option and its subsequent messages are not 
appropriate during a teaching session. Therefore it is not seen by 
users while using the teaching mode password o 
Population-Generation Procedures 
The user may generate populations using the HELP system, as has 
always been the case with the STRATO system, or he may now use a new 
option in generating new populations by specifying the range of a vari-
able associated with a parent population. This assumes the desired 
variable has already been created for the parent population. Having 
specified the range on the chosen variable, 10 numbers of patients who 
fall within the specified range are stored in a list as a new popula-
tion. Thus new populations of patients may be created from existing 
or parent populations and variables to any level desired. This option 
is displayed to the user as IIgeneration of subpopulations from a parent 
population and a parent variable. 1I Simultaneously, the patient numbers 
may be saved for patients (outliers) whose variable value was not in 
the specified range. To illustrate, the variable containing serum iron 
values for the parent population might be searched to generate one pop-
ulation of patients with a serum iron between 0 and 50, and another 
group who did not have a serum iron in that range. Appropriate text 
is provided by the user to identify each population for use in 
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subsequent stages of ana1ysiso 
Another population-generation method is available which permits 
a population to be created consisting of only patients that are com-
mon to two other populations. For example, one subpopulation may con-
tain patient numbers for all males and a second for all patients who 
received one or more blood transfusions. It may be desirable to 
create a new subpopulation consisting of all males who received a 
transfusion. This option permits the generation of such a subpopula-
tion by creating a new population from all patients who are common to 
the two aforementioned subpopulations. 
Variable Generation Procedures 
Two new methods are available to the user to generate new var-
iables for subpopulations. In the above example under "population-
generation" the user specified a range on the variable that a patient 
must satisfy to be included in the new population. At the time the 
patient number is saved in the new population, the value for the var-
iable used as the discriminator is also saved for the patients who had 
satisfied the range that has been specified by the user. So we may 
generate a new population and a new variable simultaneously. The 
variable so generated may be discarded or saved at the user's option. 
The same is true for generating variables for the outliers (those who 
did not fall within the range specified). 
The second method available for generation of variables is 
accomplished by specifying a parent variable, a parent population, and 
a subpcpulation. This procedure generates a variable for the subpopu-
lation using the parent variable and parent population. For example, 
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a parent population might consist of patients who had a hematocrit less 
than 30, and a parent variable of maximum bilirubin values for each of 
the patients in the parent population. Having created a subpopulation 
of males who had a hematocrit less than 30, we could create a new var-
iable for the males, from the parent population, and parent variable. 
The new variable generated would consist of the maximum bilirubin val-
ues for each of the males with a hematocrit less than 30. The main 
idea is that if an existing variable is already saved for the parent 
population, the user should be able to easily generate the same varia-
ble for a subpopulation without having to go through the more time-
consuming approach of using HELP again. 
FIND Pointer Generation 
The FIND system has been discussed previously. It is a system 
for rapidly retrieving patients who have had a certain set of medical 
decisions made during their hospital stay. The FIND pointers them-
selves consist of a decision number and a patient number, grouped into 
broad classes and stored on random access storage for rapid retrieval. 
The FIND pointers are generated in the following manner: The patient 
data is read from magnetic tape and the decision list for the patient 
is searched to retrieve the decision numbers. The patient's relative 
IO sector address on the patient data disc (which was created from 
tape) and the decision number (or HELP sector number) are saved in 
the inverted file that has been previously discussed. Every decision 
in the decision list for every patient on the tape is stored in the 
file. This permits rapid access to patients who satisfy the FIND 
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criterion (any logical combination of HELP decisions) specified by a 
user. For example, if the user desires to find all patients in a pop-
ulation who had angina pectoris and normocytic hypochromic anemia, he 
can specify these criteria as a search strategy and all patients who 
satisfy that criteria would be arranged in a list as a potential new 
population available for review and analysis. 
Linking of HELP System 
with STRATO 
The HELP compiler is used to create the medical decision-making 
logico It is used with the STRATO system to create the logic for pop-
ulation and variable generation. In the original version of STRATa, it 
was impossible to generate HELP sectors or HELP decision logic while 
using the STRATO system. One had to terminate the current processing 
in the STRATO system and enter the HELP compiler. HELP sectors or 
decision logic needed for future processing of variables and popula-
tions under STRATO control are created exclusively by using the HELP 
compiler. Therefore, a direct link between the HELP compiler and the 
STRATa system has been developed. An option available in the first 
option list presented in STRATa permits the user to transfer control 
directly to the HELP compiler and then return to STRATO without termi-
nating the STRATa system. This is beneficial because it makes possible 
the use of two separate systems without interruption or any perception 
of an annoying starting/stopping sequence that is otherwise observed. 
On entering the HELP compiler, all processing proceeds in the normal 
manner except when in the teaching mode. This exception will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent section. Alterations have been made to the HELP 
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compiler such that it recognizes when it was initiated from STRATa, so 
that it presents the option of returning to STRATa at the appropriate 
time. 
The Patient Data Review Linkage 
The standard programs in the system for reviewing patient data 
such as (1) admit diagnosis; (2) discharge diagnosis; (3) complications 
and surgical procedures; (4) laboratory data; (5) medical decisions in 
the decision list; (6) blood gas data, etc., have all been modified so 
that the users of STRATa may use each of these programs to review the 
selected patient data for the patients in the study. The linkage per-
mits the user to return to the STRATO system after reviewing patient 
data. All linkages are transparent to the user, so that he does not 
have to terminate the STRATO system to review patient data. After 
reviewing the data on a set of patients, the user may select the option 
of saving the patients that he has reviewed in a new population. The 
user may select one of three options in doing so: (1) save all of the 
patients that he has reviewed or that are in the list available to be 
reviewed; (2) he may save all of the patients in the list except those 
that he indicates not to save; or (3) he may specify certain patients 
from the list to be included in a new population in the STRATO system. 
To illustrate: the FIND system may be used to retrieve a set of pa-
tients who had an acute myocardial infarction and a heart block. Ten 
such patients may be retrieved from the population of patients with a 
hematocrit less than 30~ Their patient numbers, length of stay, etc., 
would be displayed at the terminal and the user could then save those 
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ten patients as a new population in the STRATO system. After review-
ing data on each of the ten patients retrieved with FIND, the user may 
have noted that two of them died while hospitalized. The user may, for 
some reason, want to reject any patient who died from the new popula-
tion being generated. Therefore he could eliminate the two who died 
and save the other eight patients in a new population in the STRATO 
system. 
Ranking of Patients 
by a Variable 
It may be desirable to arrange all patients in a population such 
that their patient numbers appear in order of their highest maximum 
bilirubin value. For example, a population of males may have been pre-
viously generated but now we would like to see the male patient numbers 
reordered in descending order on their maximum bilirubin values. A 
user may specify any population or variable that he wants sorted in 
ascending or descending order. In the above example the descending 
order would be selected and a population would be generated with the 
patient numbers rearranged, such that the patient with the highest max-
imum bilirubin would appear as the first patient number in this popula-
tion, and the last patient would have the lowest maximum bilirubin val-
ueo This permits the user to review patient records for outliers with 
high or low values, depending upon whether the population is sorted in 
ascending or descending order on a variable, in an attempt to investi-
gate why certain patients had high or low values for the variable under 
consideration. 
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The Teaching Mode Password 
The teaching mode password causes an expanded option list to 
appear at the user's terminal. The messages are more lengthy than sim-
ilar messages presented in STRATO under the nonteaching mode passwords. 
An effort has been made to make it a cordial system for the uninitiatedo 
Therefore in the teaching mode, the users may proceed independently with 
little tutoring from an experienced user. As one enters the HELP com-
piler from STRATO under the teaching password, the HELP compiler recog-
nizes it and does not request the data class and field code, or any 
password of the user. STRATO in the teaching mode passes a preassigned 
data class and field code to the HELP compiler automatically. The un-
derlying philosophy for developing a teaching mode has been to provide 
rapid interactive processing at all levels in the system, so that long 
delays (more than 30 seconds) are eliminated. The teaching mode has 
been planned and designed so that a faculty member with one hour of 
demonstration and practice may make use of all of the powerful options 
that are available to him for instructing students in the teaching 
mode. 
Variable and Population Hardcopies 
When using the STRATO system the user had to list the variables 
and populations and record the appropriate indexes manually or fre-
quently display the lists interactively to refresh his memory concern-
ing which index to use. Therefore it was apparent that a printout of 
both the populations and the variables was needed. Appropriate soft-
ware was created to produce these lists. Examples of variable and 
population printouts appear in the tables shown in Chapter III. 
The Audit Trail File 
Another problem for users of the STRATO system was that all 
recordings of statistical outcomes had to be done manually as they 
occurred. This added burden naturally extended the time limit for 
user investigation. An automated data collection scheme was imple-
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men ted which could be activated by the user. This permitted the user 
to perform all investigations, confident that the paths being pursued 
would be automatically tracked by the system~ This is known as the 
audit trail file. The audit trail file contains such information as 
the date and time of the investigation, the course pursued, statisti-
cal outcomes of each test used, and appropriate messages entered by the 
user. The messages could act as a further explanation of special con-
ditions. 
Nonauthored CAl System for 
Teaching Decision-Making 
This section is a discussion of a nonauthored CAl system for 
teaching the stochastic model from laboratory data. It will give an 
overview of the sequential steps in the procedures followed during a 
typical teacher/student learning session. A typical teaching session 
is conveniently divided into three phases: (1) preparation of the data 
base; (2) conversational interaction of the teacher, the student, and 
the computer; and (3) hypothesis testing and evaluation. The charac-
teristics and activities involved in each of these phases follows. 
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Preparation of the Data Base 
The Medical Biophysics and Computing Department (MBC) at the 
LOS Hospital maintains archival tapes containing information recorded 
on each patient admitted to the hospital during his hospital stay. 
From these archival tapes, other subtapes may be created, 
transferring only those patients who meet certain criteria. All of 
the patients on the resulting subtape form the original population 
in the data base. The subtape contains all available data collected 
on each patient during the hospital stay. All of the data or selected 
portions of it are transferred to the patient data disc. 
Using the patient data disc and the original population, the 
remainder of the data base can be created. The remaining steps 
include: (1) the creation of HELP logic, defining further popula-
tions and variables; and (2) the generation of populations and varia-
bles uSing HELP logic. The variables generated during this phase 
consist of values for parameters associated with patients in the 
original population. The archival tapes for a selected time interval 
are searched and a subtape created. The data for patients on the sub-
tape are transferred to the patient data disc and the original popu-
lation is thus generated. 
All further processing is based on this original population. 
All subpopu1ations will consist of a subset of patients from the orig-
inal population. Hence the original population is frequently referred 
to as the parent population. 
Similarly, variables associated with the original population 
are called parent variables. The following are some examples of 
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typical variables that might be generated for investigating an anemic 
population: serum iron, maximum iron binding capacity, maximum reticu-
locyte count following iron therapy, and the minimum hematocrit. 
All population and variable generation procedures are accom-
plished via the HELP system prior to the interaction of the student 
with the system since this requires considerable time to complete as 
noted previouslYe 
Conversational Interaction of 
Teacher, Student, and Computer 
The system is designed primarily to support faculty-student 
investigations, where the instructor leads the investigation by giving 
each student a copy or computer-produced listing of the parent popula-
tions and variables. He presents the notions of (1) a population and 
(2) a variable. For example, he indicates that a population has the 
following five attributes (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for illustration of 
these five characteristics of populations): (1) a name associated with 
it; (2) an associated index number; (3) number of patients in a popu-
lation; (4) a sequence of numbers which are patient identification num-
bers; and (5) the patient 10 numbers positionally identified (e.g., the 
fifth patient in Fig. 2.7 has a patient 10 of 173458). 
Similarly a variable has (1) a name; (2) an index number; (3) a 
number of entries; (4) values for the variable; and (5) the values pos-
itionally arranged in the same order as the patient numbers in the pop-
ulation. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate these attributes. 
The instructor illustrates the relationship between a variable 
















Diabetic, age < 13 
Diabetic, male, age < 13 
Fig. 2.6. Illustration of characteristics of populations. 
Index Name 
37 Diabetic, male, age < 13 




















Name of Variables 
Maximum glucose 
Maximum creatinine 
Maximum glucose, age < 13 
Maximum glucose for male 
diabetic children 
Fig. 2.8. Illustration of attributes of a variable. 
Index Name 
51 Maximum glucose for male diabetic children 
Count Values 
350 407 703 386 
5 647 506 
Fig. 2.9. Illustration of values for a variable. 
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showing that the fifth male diabetic child (patient #173458) had a max-
imum blood glucose level of 745 mg/d1 during his hospital stay. 
Once the students have mastered these fundamental concepts, the 
instructor leads them through similar explanations on how to generate 
(a) subpopulations and variables and (b) histograms. The instructor 
also demonstrates how to perform statistical analysis using selected 
patient parameters and how to use FIND to locate sets of patients with 
similar problems. These demonstrations and explanations (1) familiar-
ize the student with the data available; (2) illustrate the capabili-
ties of the system; and (3) illustrate the logic, straight-forwardness, 
and ease of using the system. 
The above activities introduce the students to the system. The 
instructor then proceeds to ask questions that can be answered using 
the data available. The subsequent discussion is a hypothetical case 
of an investigation by an instructor and a few students studying dia-
betes. This section will present the case as seen by another observer. 
Teacher: What are the two major kinds of diabetes and how can 
you determine which kind is exhibited in a patient? 
Student A: Diabetes insipidus and diabetes mellitus. 
Teacher: And how do you distinguish each of them clinically? 
One student said he thought the specific gravity of the urine 
was higher for the diabetes mellitus patient. Another student disa-
greed, so the teacher used the nonauthored CAl system to generate a 
histogram to compare the specific gravity of the two groups. There 
was no significant difference between the two groups, as the teacher 
expected, and he explained that the physiological mechanisms 
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responsible for the low specific gravity is the same in both forms of 
diabetes. This permitted the students to see that questions can gen-
erate hypotheses and that the data can then be analyzed to confirm or 
reject such hypotheses. 
Another student recalled that both forms are metabolic disor-
ders but that diabetes insipidus is caused by injury to the neurohypo-
physial region while diabetes millitus is caused by hypoinsulin pro-
duction in the pancreas. Further he suggested that this being so, one 
would expect the ADH levels in the two groups to be different. Since 
ADH is released by the neurohypophysis to a lesser extent in insipidus 
patients, a test for blood levels of ADH should reveal which type is 
indicated. The instructor pointed out that his reasoning was logical, 
but that the test for the hormone suggested was not frequently done due 
to economic restraints. Further he stated the types may be generally 
separated by three common tests: (1) volume of urine output over time; 
(2) urine ketone levels; and (3) blood glucose levels. The instructor 
then compared the data on the first two parameters for both subpopula-
tions. The urine output per unit/time and blood glucose level of dia-
betes mellitus significantly exceeded that of diabetes insipidus pa-
tients. Diabetes mellitus patients also excreted more ketone bodies 
in the urine than did the insipidus subpopulation. The instructor sug-
gested that they reexamine the data, this time looking for trends and 
thresholds that might be formalized into a decision-making algorithm. 
This hypothetical example illustrates the sequence: (1) ask 
clinically relevant questions; (2) consider alternatives and form 
hypotheses; (3) test these hypotheses using the system; (4) make 
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generalizations from the analysis; (5) apply to individual patients for 
decision-making. Step #5 may be executed in a routine manner (incor-
porated into the physician1s normal decision-making) or it may occur 
in a more formal setting as outlined in the next section. 
Hypothesis Testing and 
Evaluation Phase 
This phase assumes some prior experience or instruction on the 
use of the HELP compiler and the FIND sistem o Therefore, depending on 
the depth of the investigation, this phase may be optional. The stu-
dent uses the HELP compiler to articulate to the computer the logic and 
the data parameters to be used as criteria for a particular decision, 
based on analysis of the data and the resulting hypotheses. This pro-
cess transforms the deductions made from the hypotheses that were test-
ed into an algorithm that the computer can evaluate. The resulting 
logic or algorithm is called a HELP sector. The clinical computer uses 
this logic to evaluate patients who are currently hospitalized, making 
note of each patient who satisfies the logic specified in the HELP sec-
tor. 
After the computer has made decisions using this logic on hos-
pitalized patients for a few days, the student may begin to measure the 
effectiveness and accuracy of his 1ogic. To do this, the student uses 
the FIND system. FIND is a system designed to rapidly find and display 
patients who satisfy the logic in specified HELP sectors. Using the 
FIND system, students can follow the patients who satisfy their 
decision-making HELP sectors, monitor their progress, and evaluate how 
well their logic performs. This important step completes the cycle of 
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analyzing data on individual patients, forming generalizations applica-
ble to and verified by populations, and then applying the knowledge 
gained to make decisions in the individual case. It is important to 
point out that this approach will aid the user in identifying both the 
true positives and false positives. It does not separate out the false 
negatives. 
CHAPTER III 
Procedures for Evaluation 
of CAl Systems 
The proliferation of CAl systems has prompted limited inves-
tigations concerning the effectiveness of these systems. The diffi-
culties of actually obtaining measurable results with teaching sys-
tems are well-known (Rubin, et al., 1975). Because of the comp1exi-
ties involved in such evaluations, researchers have generally employed 
less rigorous evaluative techniques, such as cost-effectiveness and 
speed of student learning (Molnar, 1976). Much of the evaluation 
reported in the literature is subjective at best. For examp1e,some 
authors cons ider such questi ons as "Wi 11 students use the system? II or 
"What has been the user response?1I A research team at Stanford re-
cent1y developed a CAl system designed to teach the computer language, 
BASIC. Their evaluation simply indicated that student reaction was 
favorable. Similarly the evaluation cites some student complaints 
about problems with the system (Barr et al., 1975). This section pre-
sents an overview and the rationale for the evaluative procedures em-
ployed in (1) frame-oriented medical CAl systems; (2) nonauthored CAl 
systems; and (3) the system described in this thesis. 
Frame-Ori ented Med i ca 1 
CAl Systems 
Methods used to evaluate frame-oriented medical CAl systems 
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noted above have not been significantly different from those of the 
Stanford study. For instance, in the network experiment sponsored 
by the Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications 
(LHNCBC) referred to in Chapter I (Rubin, 1976) faculty members were 
asked to evaluate selected CAl courses as part of the experiment. 
Their evaluations were subjective as revealed by their reports. 
One group said the " ..• program was by far the most popular pro-
gram among the student users. lIt was referred to as a great learn-
ing experience and challenge. It was fun and educational. III 
(Rubin et al., 1975, p. 38) Another group attempted a more rigorous 
evaluation of another course by trying to correlate- student perfor-
mance on the board scores with CAl usage, but technical difficulties 
were encountered and lithe only data produced were subjective. II (Rubin 
et al., 1975, p. 45). 
A bibliography on medical CAl systems, in preparation 
for publication, by Cochran and Stolurow (1977) has been received via 
a personal communic&tion. It includes reports on many systems, some 
of which have some form of an evaluation. The systems reported on 
may be divided into three groups: (1) systems that are demonstrations 
only--no evaluation is reported; (2) systems with demonstration and 
and a subjective evaluation; and (3) systems demonstrated with some 
form of more rigorous evaluation. In this bibliography there were 56 
papers reporting on systems in group 1 above (no evaluation, only 
demonstration). Twelve articles reported on system demonstrations 
with only subjective evaluations. These evaluations consisted pri-
mari1y of users' attitudes, comments, and the general acceptability 
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of each systemo There were ten systems that reported both a demonstra-
tion and some type of formal evaluation. Nearly all used a pre- and 
posttest evaluation technique. 
Nonauthored CAl Systems 
Methods used to evaluate nonauthored CAl systems are discussed 
in this section. The nonauthored systems are far fewer and much more 
complex than the frame-oriented systems. Because of the increased com-
p1exities of these systems the authors reporting on them have placed 
the most emphasis on internal algorithms and technological achieve-
ments. Consequently. all such systems identified have qiven only sub-
jective evaluations, if any were presented at all. For example, one 
nonauthored CAl system attempted an evaluation by a user attitude sur-
vey sheet (Koffman et a1., 1975). Another did not perform any evalua-
tion but was only a demonstration (Utta1 et a1., 1970). A third system 
reported that students generally found the system to ,be "helpfu1 and an 
enjoyable way to learn how to employ classroom concepts in solving prob-
1 ems. II (Koffman, 1973, p. 188) The students were a 1 so as ked to voi ce 
their complaints, and the major ones are included as part of the eval-
uation. This evaluation indicated all participants wanted to continue 
using the system. 
Nonauthored Medical CAl System 
as Described in This Thesis 
This thesis gives an account of the demonstration of a non-
authored medical CAl system that has been developed. A similar ap-
proach for presentation has been taken here as has been noted in the 
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two previous sections. That is, the system has been tested and demon-
strated, using student subjects, and evaluated, using data from the 
demonstrations and attitude appraisals of the participants. The teach-
ing sessions with each user were taped so that subsequent analysis 
could be conducted. This facilitated not only the capture of user 
comments and recommendations but also the timing of certain parameters 
worthy of studyo The next section presents an overview of the demon-
strations and the details of the evaluation. 
Details of Demonstration of 
Nonauthored Medical CAl System 
After some initial testing of the system using a variety of sub-
jects, a medical subject for the demonstration was selected and a data 
base generated. Only four participants were identified and committed 
to take part. The teaching sessions took the following form: (a) In-
troduction to the concept of studying empirical data on populations to 
arrive at a generalization that may be used in medical decision-making 
at the individual patient level. (b) The notion of populations and 
variables were presented to the participants with a list of both as 
they existed before the session commenced. (c) The participants were 
shown the capabilities of the system by actually demonstrating the 
various options available to the user. This included demonstrating 
the statistical capabilities. (d) The participants were then asked 
questions of some clinical relevance to get them started with the in-
vestigation. The pursuit of the answers to one question frequently 
generated others worth investigating. The goal was to explore a new 
mode of answering questions leading to relevant empirical data for 
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medical decision-making. 
The remainder of this chapter presents some characteristics and 
conclusions about the system. These are listed and the details of each 
are presented in the order shown: (1) setting up the data bases; (2) a 
profile of the participants; (3) observations on learning to use the 
statistical capabilities of the system; (4) the audit trail files; (5) 
responses from the participants; (6) requested improvements in the sys-
tem; (7) observations on the course selected participants pursued du-
ring their investigations; and (8) competencies required of the instru~ 
tor and student. 
Setting Up the Data Bases 
The data bases consisted of populations and variables and a pa-
tient data disc. Before the demonstrations began, a single data base 
was generated. Originally it consisted of one population, 16 varia-
bles, and the patient data on disc. Table 3.1 is a brief description 
of the original, or parent population. Others were added as the demon-
strations continued. 
Table 3.2 is a sample of the variable printout. This was an 
investigation of an anemic group of patients. The criterion for inclu-
sion in the data base was an admitting hematocrit ~ 34. The method of 
population and variable generation is included in Chapter II. The fol-
lowing gives some of the times required to generate the data base. The 
transfer of patient data from the monthly archival tapes to the subtape 
(outlined in Chapter II) took place in about 12 minutes. This subtape 
(containing only patient data for patients with a hematocrit ~ 34) was 
Table 3.1. The Original, or Parent Population 
Number 
Index in Message 
Group 
.1 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76 
Table 3.2. The Original, or Parent Variables 
Number 
Index in Message 
1 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED ~"ITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MIN IRON CONTENT 
2 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MAX IBC 
3 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ RETICULOCYTE COUNT MAX 
4 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76, MCV AT TIME OF LOWEST HCT 
5 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MCH AT TIME OF LOWEST HCT 
6 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76, MCHC AT TIME OF LOWEST HCT 
7 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MIN HGB 
8 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76, MIN HCT 
9 50t) PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MIN RBC 
10 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76, MIN BILIRUBIN 
11 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MIN WEe 
12 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCrp < OR = 34 SEP'JI - DEC 76~ MAX WEC 
13 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76." BONE MARROW CELLULAR." MAX 
14 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ BONE MARROW HYPOCELLULAR." MAX 
15 503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76." BONE MARROW HYPERCELLULAR." MAX 
16 b03 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ M. E. RATIO U1 
0 
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then used to create the population, which required 90 seconds to com-
plete. Transfer of patient data to the patient data disc required 2 
hours and 20 minutes. The generation of the FIND pointers required 
less than 20 minutes. 
The generation of the 16 variables was accomplished in approxi-
mately 40 minutes. The transfer of the patient data from tape to the 
patient disc, the generation of the FIND pointers and the variables was 
accomplished during the early morning hours when the other demands on 
the system were insignificant. The same tasks attempted during normal 
working hours could require two to five times longer to complete. 
The explanation in Chapter II under data base generation strong-
ly suggested that careful consideration be given to the selection of 
the populations and variables so that subsequent passes through the 
patient d~ta disc might be avoided. Even with careful planning, 11 
additional populations and 16 additional variables had to be generated 
(using HELP), after the initial data base had been generated. This 
literally halted some teaching sessions because questions had been 
asked for which data were not available. The questions could not be 
resolved until the further generation was completed. 
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 list these additional populations and varia-
bles that were subsequently generated via HELP logic. The questions 
that required this additional data will be discussed later. Some of 
these additional variables required two to three times the time to gen-
erate as it took to create the original 16. This is understandable 
because of the competition involved with other uses for accessing the 
disc drives, as these were completed often during regular working hours. 
Table 3.3. Additional lations Generated via Logic. 
Number Message in 
Group 
9 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76., PATIENTS WITH LOW SERUM IRON < 50., BUT 
HI IBC 
70 PATIENTS WITH A SERUM IRON VALUE., IRON AND IBC MEASURED 
40 PATIENTS WITH A SERUM IRON VALUE., (C) LOW IRON., NORMAL IBC 
1 PATIENTS WITH A SERUM IRON VALUE., (B) NORMAL IRON., ELEVATED IBC 
19 (D) NORMAL IRON. NORMAL IBC 
101 PATIENTS WITH A RETIC COUNT 
9 PATIENTS WITH A RETIC COUNT. RETIC BEFORE AND AFTER IRON 
108 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR. = 34 SEPT - DEC 76., MALES 
394 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76. FEMALES 
113 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76., PATIENT DISCHARGED WITH DX DELIVERY 
370 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76., NOT DELIVERY., LABOR PATIENT 
Ul 
N 
Table 3.4. Example of Additional Variables Generated via HELP Logic. 
Number Message in 
Group 
51 IRON LESS THAN 50~ PROBABILITY OF LOW SERUM IRON 
19 PATIENT WITH SERUM IRON > 50~ PROBABILITY OF LOW SERUM IRON 
9 PATIENTS WITH A RETIC COUNT~ RETIC BEFORE AND AFTER IRON~ MIN RETIC BEFORE ADMINISTERING FE 
9 PATIENTS WITH A RETIC COUNT~ RETIC BEFORE AND AFTER IRON~ MAX RETIC AFTER ADMINISTERING FE 
90 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ PATIENT RECEIVING IRON~ AVE HGB FROM 
3RD TO 9 
503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ UNITS OF BLOOD RECEIVED 
209 PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED BLOOD~ UNITS OF WHOLE BLOOD RECEIVED 
209 PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED BLOOD~ UNITS OF PACKED RBC 
209 PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED BLOOD~ UNITS WHOLE BLOOD + RBC 
503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ MAX CRE'ATININE VALUE 
503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ TREND IN WBC 
503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A BCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ TREND IN POLYS 
503 PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH A BCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ TREND IN LYMPHS 
503 PA'11IENTS ADMITTED WITH A HCT < OR = 34 SEPT - DEC 76~ PATIENT AGE 
8 MACROCYTIC ANEMIA PATIENTS (MALES AND NON OB FEMALE'S) ~ SERUM POLATE 




A second data base was created at the request of one of the par-
ticipants. It was interesting to note, however, that other partici-
pants became interested and used it. The other data base consisted of 
patients admitted to the hospital with a blood urea nitrogen (BUN) 
greater than 20. The parent populations contained 594 patients. Two 
subpopulations were also created: males and females. There were 15 
variables generated originally in this data base. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 
are the original populations and variables in this data base. Genera-
tion times experienced for this data base were generally comparable to 
those in the anemia data base with two exceptions. The transfer of pa-
tient data to the patient data disc and the variable generation times 
exceeded that of the same operations in the other data base by approxi-
mately 15 minutes and 10 minutes respectively. This generation re-
quired the processing of 91 more patients than did the other. With 
this second data base, additional populations and variables were gen-
erated later using HELP, just as occurred with the anemia data base. 
It is impossible to anticipate all the variables and populations 
that will be needed from the original data base before a session begins. 
One question answered generates other questions, the answers for which 
frequently require additional data, and the data are available only via 
techniques which use the HELP logic. 
Profile of the Participants 
The selection process for participants was quite arbitrary; some 
were specifically asked to participate and others became involved after 
hearing about the system. 
Table 3.5. Original Populations for BUN Study 
Number 
Index in Message 
G rou~ _____________ 
1 524 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS> 20 
2 325 MALES 
3 242 FEMALES 
Table 3.6. Variables Generated Original BUN Populations 
Number 
Index in Message 
Group 
1 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" MCV AT TIME OF LOWEST HTC 
2 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > MIN HCT 
3 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20, UNITS OF BLOOD RECEIVED 
4 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" UNITS OF WHOLE BLOOD RECEIVED 
5 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" UNITS OF PACKED RBC 
6 5.94 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN ,"'AS > 20" UNITS WHOLE BLOOD + RBC 
? 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" PATIENT AGE 
8 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" MIN HCT 
9 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > MIN BUN 
10 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" MIN POTASSIUM 
11 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20" MAX CREATININE 
12 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20, MAX BUN 
1:5 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1 ST BUN WAS > 20, GLUCOSE AT TIME OF MAX BUN 
14 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20, URIC ACID NEAREST 1ST BUN 
15 594 PATIENTS WHOSE 1st BUN WAS > 20" MAX PO'PASSIUM U1 
U1 
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Many physicians and other health professionals have seen the 
system but data were collected uSing only 10 persons. A broad spec-
trum of users was considered essential to get an evaluation from 
faculty and students at many levels. Figure 3.1 presents the full 
spectrum and number of participants. 
Only four of the participants had experience with statistics 
prior to the demonstrations. The first-year residents included three 
in family and community medicine and two internal medicine residents. 
One of the internal medicine residents was very familiar with anemia 
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Fig. 3g l. Spectrum and number of participants. 
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subject to the house staff two weeks before becoming involved in this 
studyo The practicing physician is a hematologist and the faculty mem-
ber is a cardiologist. The research physician is pursuing optha1molog-
ica1 research studies. 
Observations on Learning to Use the 
Statistical Capabilities of the System 
The following reviews the principal statistical tests available 
to the users and gives an account of their responses to this portion of 
the system. 
The system permits the user to compare data statistically by 
using three tests. The! test is a parametric statistic and assumes a 
nonnal distributiono This test is to be utilized when studying popu-
lations with an N less than 30. The other tests include the Ko1mogorov-
Smirnov and the Mann-Whitney. These are nonparametric tests which do 
not assume a normal distribution. These nonparametric tests are used 
as tests for significance. For example, a £ = .005 for the Ko1mogorov-
Smirnov test means there are only five chances in 1000 that the sets of 
samples were drawn from the same population. Students were taught to 
rely primarily on the £ value from the Ko1mogorov-Smirnov test of sig-
nificance. These tests, aided by the histograms that were displayed 
before performing the tests for significance, gave the users confidence 
that they could perform a relatively complex analysis with great ease. 
Though they did not have an appreciation for the theoretical basis or 
the derivation of such statistics, with few examples and minimal expla-
nation they proceeded without major difficulty. 
In contrast to the comparison mechanisms just presented, the 
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users were greatly aided by the scatter plots produced when using 
regression analysis, and by the correlation coefficients to determine 
the correlation of selected variables. All these statistical analysis 
mechanisms existed in the oriqinal STRATO system. 
Before seeinq the system's statistical capabilities demon-
strated. nearly all participants expressed some apprehension about 
their using statistics because of a void in their training in this 
discipline. This is demonstrated in Fiqure 3.2. A "Y" in the box 
represents the participant expressing apprehension concerning sta-
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Fig. 3.2. Participants expressing apprehension concerning the use 
of statistics. ("yll = apprehensive: "N" = not apprehensive) 
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Though nearly all participants expressed apprehension concern-
ing the use of statistics~ all used the svstem with ease by the end 
of one session. All but one participant who expressed apprehension 
at the outset later commented on the ease of utilizing this feature 
of the system. 
The statistical capabilities were introduced by first explain-
ing the appropriate use of each statistic, followed by examples of 
comparisons and correlations. This process took approximately five 
minutes generally, though the explanation for one participant lasted 
15 minutes. All participants used the statistical components, as 
demonstrated by an average of seven comparisons and nine correlations 
per session. 
To summarize, nearly all participants expressed apprehension 
about using statistics due to a void in their training; however, the 
participants later demonstrated confidence in their abilities by using 
the statistical tests frequently in the course of their investigations. 
They were not intimidated by this aspect after one session. 
The Audit Trail Files 
One of the problems in evaluating any system is how to capture 
the data. With a CAI system, the ideal is to design the system so 
that the evaluation data capturing algorithms are an integral part 
of the system itself. That is, the system should automatically cap-
ture the data desired without manual interference or in some cases 
even human perception. A plan for how to do this in this system was 
unfortunately not conceived until about half-way through the 
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demonstration. However, the plan was quickly implemented and limited 
data were automatically collected on the last few participants. Fur-
ther refinements to the data capture algorithms were made subsequent 
to the final demonstrations, so that future use of the system for 
research or teaching will reflect even more details of investigations 
by the users. The data capture technique took the form of an audit 
trail. The audit trail displays the details of the sequence of 
options selected by the participant and the results of selecting 
each option. When coupled with the 'jist of populations and variables 
the audit trail portrays a good picture of the course pursued by the 
participant. 
The following are some audit trail examples from investigations 
by a participant. They illustrate how the audit trail in conjunction 
with the list of populations and variables may be used to review par-
ticipants' activities. 
Example 1. Table 3.7 is a list of the populations, Table 3.8 
is a list of the variables, and Table 3.9 is a listing of the audit 
trail for one of the participants. Notice that the audit trail indi-
cates the time and date of the teaching session and permits the user 
to append any appropriate message for the session. In this case the 
message indicates that this was the first session with Dr. 
This audit trail seems to show that the physician was comparing 
the HeT with itself; however, the tape of the session indicates that 
the participant detected that variables 2 and 8 were redundant and 
these first two items in the audit trail reflect the fact that he 






















PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20 
MALES 
FEMALES 
PATIENTS ON DIGITALIS T:lPE l"1EDICATIONS 
PATIENTS ON GENTA'}4ICIN 
PATIENTS ON DIURETICS 
DIABETIC PATIENTS IN KETO-ACIDOSIS 
H:lPERTENSIVE PATIENTS 
PATIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER BY AGE 
PATIENTS WITH HIGHEST CREATININES FIRST 
PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
PATIENTS ON GENTA ORDERED FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST BUN 
DISCHARGED DEAD 
PATIENTS NOT ON DIURETICS 
NOT ON DIG 
ON DIG AND GENTAMYCIN 
NOT ON DIG OR GENT 
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PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MCV AT TIl'vfE OF 
LOrlEST HCT 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1 st BUN WAS > 20., MIN HCT 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., UNITS OF BLOOD 
RECEIVED 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., UNITS OF WHOLE 
BLOOD RECEIVED 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., UNITS OF PACKED RBC 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., UNITS WHOLE BLOOD + 
RBC 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., PATIENG AGE 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MIN HCT 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MIN BUN 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN TiAS > 20., MIN POTASSIUM 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., M4X CREATININE 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX BUN 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., GLUCOSE AT TIME OF MAX 
BUN 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., URIC ACID NEAREST 1ST 
BUN 
PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX POTASSIUM 
PATIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER BY AGE 
MAX BUN FOR MALES 
MIN BUN FOR MALES 
MAX BUN FOR FEMALES 
MIN BUN FOR FEMALES 
MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON GENTAMICIN 
MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
MAX BUN FOR THOSE NOT ON DIURETICS 
MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON DIURETICS 
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Table 3.9 Listing of Audit Trail for One of Participants, Example 1 
9:10 8/3/77 FIRST SESSION WITH DR. 
CONTROL PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN JiAS > 20., MIN HCT 
TEST PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MIN HCT 
CONTROL PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MIN HCT 
TEST PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MIN lICT 
CONTROL MAX BUN FOR f44LES 
TEST MAX BUN FOR FEMALES 
CONTROL MAX BUN FOR MALES 
TEST 4~X BUN FOR FEMALES 
KULMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.12109 
/1.1ANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: 0.44435 
CONTROL MIN BUN FOR MALES 
TEST L~IIN BUN FOR FElvIALES 
CONTROL MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
TEST I'llfAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON GENTAMICIN 
KULMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.00000 
MANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: 0.00000 
CONTROL PATIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER BY AGE 
TEST PATIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER BY AGE 
CONTROL ~MX BUN FOR THOSE NOT ON DIURETICS 
TEST i'llfAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON DIURETICS 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.06642 
MANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: 0.29747 
CONTROL PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX BUN 
TEST PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX CREATININE 
X AXIS PATIENTS w'HOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX BUN 
Y AXIS PATIENTS WHOSE 1ST BUN WAS > 20., MAX CREATININE 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R = .26 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R = .52 
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was comparing the data in each variable to see if they were the same 
data. This was examined twice. This duplication occurred due to an 
oversight during the data base generation. It was not really a sig-
nificant error. 
It is easy to follow the path of the investigation from the 
audit trail alone. Briefly it included the following: 
1. He checked the comparison of the maximum BUN values for the 
males and females. (First he checked the range of values and the 
averages; then he performed two statistical tests of their signifi-
cance. This could have been done in one step but he chose not to.) 
2. He performed a similar comparison for the minimum BUN values 
for each group. 
3. He compared the maximum BUN for patients receiving and not 
receiving gentamicin and found that they had significantly different 
maximum BUN values. 
4. He then asked for a distribution of the ages of the 594 
patients. 
5. Next, he compared the maximum BUN for patients receiving 
and not receiving diuretics. There was no significant difference in 
the maximum BUN for patients in either group. 
6. He correlated the maximum BUN with the maximum creatinine 
but first made an error by specifying that a comparison was to be 
made rather than a regression. The regression showed no correlation 
(notice R = .26, then it improved only slightly, R = .52) after some 
outliers were removed. 
This illustrates that from the data in the populations, 
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variables, and audit trail, it is possible to reconstruct the sequence 
of steps in the investigations and the outcomes of each step. After 
completing all the demonstrations, the audit trail algorithms were 
modified to reflect additional information resulting from the compari-
sons and regressions. For example, the audit trail now reflects the 
slope equation (i.e., y = mx + b) by supplying the values for each var-
iableo These are supplied by the system as well as such things as the 
correlation coefficient, etc. 
The example in Table 3.10 serves to illustrate the data now col-
lected automatically in the audit trail file during each session. A 
comparison of this data with that in Table 309 illustrates that now an 
even more accurate picture can be reconstructed not only of the events 
in the session but the results of each step. This may be used by the 
investigator as an aid in seeing relationships among selected parame-
ters and provide insight for strategies of analysis in future investi-
ga ti ons c 
Table 3.10. An Example of Data Now Collected Automatically in Audit 
Trail File 
X AXIS MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
Y AXIS MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON GENTAMICIN 
Y = .14 X = 44.48 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R = .07 
STANDARD DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION S(Y3 X) - 32.79 
STANDARD ERROR OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENT S(B) = .25 
SIGNIFICANCE OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P = .59 
CONTROL MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
TEST MA.X BUN FOR PATIENTS ON GENTAMICIN 
CONTROL MEAN = 34.02 
TEST MEAN = 51.83 
CONTROL S.D. 21.14 




The comments from the users are classified as relating to the 
features of the system or the potential uses of the system. This sec-
tion paraphrases most of the user comments in an attempt to give the 
essence of the more noteworthy spontaneous responses. 
Comments Relating to the Features of the System. One partici-
pant noted that it would take literally weeks of manual data gathering 
and manipulation to perform the analysis procedures we were conducting 
routinely with this system. Another participant commented on the 
flexibility of the system as he had used it for the anemic data base 
and the elevated BUN group. He noted how it did not seem to be 
restricted to a limited number of subjects. 
After using the system for two teaching sessions, one resident 
requested that a terminal connection be made available in his clinic 
area at a remote site. He had previously noted that the system could 
be used in an independent study mode. Four other participants 
requested an opportunity to use the system in this mode which may be 
feasible (especially with the audit trail capabilities), but this 
aspect was not investigated. 
Nearly all participants commented on the advantage and ease 
of first displaying a histogram or a correlation plot, and then being 
able to easily rank the patients and begin examining the details of 
individual patient records. In this way additional insight was gained 
for other factors which might be influencing the particular parameter 
under investigation. 
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One resident wanted to eliminate patients who had been admitted 
due to injuries in an accident. His concern was to eliminate the 
effects of trauma in the current investigation. Unfortunately it 
would have required the completion of another search to generate such 
a list. This general problem is presented in the next section. 
One medical student suggested that the real advantage of the 
system was in the ease of generation of new populations and variables 
from the existing ones. This feature permitted rapid investigation 
for validating or eliminating a hypothesis. Another resident noted 
that this system permitted teaching by exclusions and inference. He 
had read an article (Platt, 1964), suggesting that strong inference 
and the scientific method be used more liberally in the sciences. 
His particular interest was that this process be used more in medical 
decision-making and that this system could be a significant aid to 
direct clinicians in that direction. 
One faculty member was very skeptical about the system when 
first seeing it. He made negative comments concerning the statisti-
cal components in the system. His concern was that students with 
limited statistical background would not be able to use the system. 
While it is true some basic knowledge of statistics is required it 
has not proved to be a problem during the demonstrations. This prob-
lem was discussed earlier in this chapter. The same person later, 
after viewing more demonstrations, stated that by uSing this system 
he could see some relationships he had never thought about before. 
His final remarks after the second session were very positive. 
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Comments Relating to Potential Uses of the Sxstem. One med-
ical student noted that the same physician name kept appearing with 
patients who were seriously anemic yet appropriate lab tests and 
thorough work-ups were apparently not being done. After seeing 
several such cases, the student suggested that the Professional 
Standards Review Organization (PRSO) might be interested. This has 
been the subject of the research work of Louis Ricord of the Univer-
sity of Utah Depar~lent of Medical Biophysics and Computing (MBC). 
The same student suggested that this system also be used by 
researchers to study diseases that are not presently well understood. 
A resident said that the study he was pursuing with this system was 
publishable and suggested that a comparison be made with the data he 
was using against schemes published in various hematological journals. 
He suggested that this system might be used to validate or to take 
issue with the published data, thus contributing to medical knowledge 
and eventually medical decision-making. 
One student suggested that this system be used in a laboratory 
setting for a decision-making theory class aimed at medical students. 
Requested Improvements 
in the SYstem 
Almost without exception each user requested that the system 
display variable values in a more readable format. Currently the sys-
tem permits only integer values for variables. For example a hemato-
crit might be 41.5 but the system displays such a hematocrit as 415. 
The user must be aware of the normal units of the variable being 
studied and then mentally set the decimal point appropriately. 
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One user suggested that a new subpopulation be generated. 
The problem was to generate a subpopulation using a parent population 
and another subpopulation. The following Venn diagrams will help 
explain the problem (see Fig. 3.3). The entire population is 
B 
B 
Fig. 3.3. Venn diagrams using a parent population and another 
subpopulation. 
represented by the circle A. The females are represented by circle 
B. The females (circle B, at the right) are further divided into the 
females admitted for labor and delivery_ The other females (portion 
of circle B labeled D) are referred to as the non-OB females. These 
are the complement of C. 
The user wanted to create a subpopulation of non-DB females. 
There already existed subpopulations for females and the OB females. 
The complement feature was not available but was added immediately. 
Until it was added the only generation mechanism was the search of 
the disc using HELP logic. 
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One resident suggested studying the effects of administering 
gentamicin for varied lengths of time, on selected parameters. This 
suggestion could not be serviced quickly because of the time required 
to generate new variables and populations. The user was suggesting 
that a faster means be provided to honor such requests. 
Two users suggested that a document be created either inter-
actively or in a hardcopy form that would provide examples of the 
features in the system and how to use it. One suggested a programmed 
text type of document so that users might access the system more 
freely in an independent study mode. 
Observations Selected Participants 
Pursued During Investigations 
This section presents a general analysis of the teaching ses-
sions as well as details of the investigations of selected partici-
pants. 
Analysis. The system overview consisted of introducing the 
participant to the concept of populations and variables, statistical 
capabilities, and the empirical approach to medical decision-making. 
This overview was conducted with each participant. Twelve minutes 
were required to complete the overview on the average for nine par-
ticipants. One session required over 70 minutes because of more 
intense questioning by one participant. 
Two important measures of acceptability appear to be (1) the 
number of participants requesting an opportunity for multiple sessions; 
and (2) the number requesting an opportunity for independent study. 
Figure 3.4 presents the number of sessions conducted for each par-
ticipant. The number in each box indicates the number of teaching 
sessions the participant engaged in. These teaching sessions aver-
aged nearly 95 minutes each. The longest session was slightly more 
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than three hours and the shortest was 55 minutes. What was especially 
interesting was that three of the residents who were especially reti-
cent to participate initially not only stayed more than an hour in the 
first session, but all three requested additional sessions. Two of 
these continued to request opportunities to participate in future ses-
sions (beyond this testing and demonstration stage) to pursue investi-
gations on existing and additional data bases. Had time permitted, 
these requests might have been satisfied. 
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Fig. 3.4. Number of sessions conducted for each participant. 
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The other measure referred to was the request for an opportu-
nity to use the system to pursue independent study. Four participants 
requested an opportunity to do so. Two of these actually performed a 
portion of their investigations in this mode. This assumes that the 
users can manipulate the system according to their individual prefer-
ences. To do so required that the users watched closely and then prac-
ticed with the aid of an experienced user. One participant who did not 
actually use the system in the independent mode but suggested it as an 
option, noted that he thought the system directed the user sufficiently 
that the user could acquire the required competencies in 15 minutes. 
Such a statement is probably excessively optimistic (one hour may be 
more realistic) but it is encouraging to see that nearly half of the 
users felt the system was sufficiently easy to use to operate in this 
mode. 
Some of the participants are obviously more prepared to pursue 
meaningful independent investigations than others. For example, it is 
very clear that the level of participants· knowledge of the subjects 
detenl1ines the sophistication of the objectives pursued during an in-
vestigation. To illustrate, part of a medical student1s audit trail 
appears in Table 3.11. Careful study of this partial audit trail and 
the tape reveal that the participant was in search of what may be 
called "l ow level" data. This analysis is not intended to demean the 
pursuit of the investigation. This example shows that the "l ow level II 
data for decision-making may be derived by asking, "What is the aver-
age minimum hematocrit and MCV values for OB patients?' This type of 
data, though information, is not as clinically significant as other 
Table 3.11. Part of a Medical Student's Audit Trail 
20: 15 ?/2?/?? SESSION WITH . 
CONTROL MIN HCT FOR THE OB PATIENTS 
TEST MIN HCT FOR THE OB PATIENTS 
CONTROL MIN MCV FOR OBS 
TEST MIN MCV FOR OBS 
CONTROL MIN MCV FOR OBS 
TEST MIN MVC FOR OBS 
CONTROL M.AX BILI FOR FEMALES 
TEST MAX BILI FOR FEMALES 
X AXIS MIN MCV FOR MACROCYTIC PTS 
Y AXIS HCT OF MACROCYTIC PTS 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R = . 10 
CONTROL MIN MCV FOR MACROCYTIC PTS 
TEST MIN MCV FOR MACROCYTIC PTS 
CONTROL MIN HCT FOR PTS WITH vlBC > 5000 
TEST MIN HCT IN PTS WITH WBC < 5000 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.00000 
MANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: O. 00000 
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data equally available through the same system. This is why emphasis 
has been placed on guidance from an expert in the subject under inves-
tigation. 
In contrast to the above example, consider the data in Table 
3.12, which illustrates a portion of another audit trail from a more 
experienced clinician. The question sequence was: (1) Do patients 
on gentamicin have a significantly different maximum BUN value than 
those not taking the drug? (2) Was the maximum BUN affected by the 
administration of diuretics? (3) Did digitalis affect the renal fun-
tional indicator--creatinine levels, etc. 1I These questions led to a 
more meaningful and clinically relevant result as shall be pointed 
out later. 
These examples support the premise that the system permits the 
experienced and inexperienced investigator to pursue data on questions 
at their current level and advance to increased levels of complexity 
as neededo The demand for additional data seems to increase propor-
tionately to the level of the investigator's sophistication. For 
example, the hematology resident asked some very sophisticated ques-
tions to be answered from the data base. These questions could not 
be answered until 13 new variables had been extracted from the patient 
data, using HELP logic. 
Sessions with Selected Participants. One participant investi-
gated the relationships of serum iron values and iron binding capacity 
in anemic patients. The hematology texts indicate that a serum iron 
less than 50 mg/dl is considered low, while an iron binding capacity 
T bl 3 12 Aud,"t Trail from a More Advanced Participant a e . . 
9128 8/4/77 
CONTROL MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS NOT ON GENTAMICIN 
TEST MAX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON GENT.4MICIN 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.00000 
CONTROL frMX BUN FOR THOSE NOT ON DIURETICS 
TEST L\1AX BUN FOR PATIENTS ON DIURETICS 
T TEST P = 0.02747 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P - 0.06642 
MANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: 0.29747 
CONTROL ,\fAX CR. IN PTS NOT ON DIG. 
TEST MAX CREAT. IN PATIENTS ON DIG 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV P = 0.00000 
MANN-WHITNEY TWO TAIL: 0.00000 
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NOTE: The comparison of BUN levels for patients on/not on gentamicin 
indicates that the BUN levels were significantly different between 
the two populations. 
The comparison of BUN levels for patients receiving/not 
receiving diuretics shows no significant difference. 
The creatinine levels of patients on/not on digitalis were 
significantly different by both tests. 
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(IBC) greater than 410 mg/dl is above the normal threshold. By using 
the interactive population and variable generation techniques, two 
populations were created: (1) patients with a serum iron < 50 mg/dl 
and (2) patients with an IBC > 410 mg/dl. By using HELP logic, each 
of these was further divided into two groups, as shown in the 2 x 2 
contingency table (see Figure 3.5). A study of this contingency table 
reveals that a physician ordering one test could predict the outcome 
of the other variable based on the single test ordered. Notice that 
if only the IBC were ordered and within normal limits, one could pre-
dict with a 40-to-19 ratio, or about 2-to-l, that the serum iron would 
be normal also. If these tests are reversed in order and the serum 
iron is normal, one may predict with a 19-to-l certainty that the IBC 
is also normal. This analysis was especially exciting to one resi-
dent who felt a commitment to decision analysis processes for medical 
decision-makingo 
Much of the time in these sessions was spent in arriving at 













2 x 2 contingency table 
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One item of information particularly new and interesting to all but the 
hematology experts is presented below: 
A study of those patients receiving the most units of blood 
revealed that for the most part they were leukemic patients who com-
monly received up to eight units of platelets in a short period of time. 
For example one patient received 107 units of blood; the next highest 
was 99 units of blood, of which most were platelets. There were two OB 
patients among those receiving extraordinarily high units of blood; they 
received 70 and 66 units respectively. The open-heart surgery patients 
were next in order of total units received. At first, these high fig-
ures for units of blood transfused appeared to be in error but the 
atcual patient records confirmed them to be accurate. 
One of the residents suggested a comparison of the maximum bili-
rubin for the males and females. The comparison showed that the males 
exhibited an elevated maximum bilirubin over the females. The partici-
pant said that there does not appear to be any reason to believe that 
males have any higher incidence of liver disease than do the females, 
other than the fact that the male population may have included a larger 
number of alcoholics than appeared in the female group. Creatinine for 
the males and females was compared next and the males had a signifi-
cantly elevated creatinine above that of the females. The females in 
this study, of course, included OB patients admitted with a hematocrit 
less than 34. This led to the idea of eliminating the OB patients so 
that we might compare only the males and the non-DB females for their 
maximum bilirubin and creatinine values. Even with the OB females 
removed, the males still exhibited significantly elevated bilirubin 
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and creatinine values. This led to the question, "Are the patients 
with the elevated bilirubin values in the males the same patients who 
have the elevated creatinine levels? This test was performed and 
showed that the patients with the high creatinines and the high bili-
rubins were not necessarily the same patients. It was then suggested 
that the sole criteria for being included in the study was that the 
patient's admitting hematocrit was less than or equal to 34 and that 
it was a far more significant drop in the hematocrit for males to be 
at the level of 34 than it was for the females. Therefore, the males 
must have been sicker to even be included in the study. 
To test this hypothesis, the participants proposed the follow-
ing: Since the average hematocrit for males is 45 and the basis for 
being admitted to the study was having a hematocrit of 34, this is a 
drop of eleven points or approximately 25% of their normal hematocrit. 
Therefore, assuming a female's normal hematocrit is something around 
40, let1s drop their hematocrit level by 25% also. This equals ten 
points from the average female's hematocrit. Consequently, another 
subset of the non-DB females was created consisting of those females 
who had a hematocrit less than or equal to 30. The creatinine and 
bilirubin values were generated for this new subset of females and 
compared against that of the males. Again, the males had signifi-
cantly higher maximum bilirubin and creatinine values than did the 
females. There was considerable discussion subsequent to this exami-
nation pertaining to what could be responsible for these observations. 
The answers eventually arrived at were (1) creatinine is ele-
vated in the males because it reflects the muscle mass of the body, 
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and (2) the elevated bilirubin in males indicates that the males in 
this study had a higher incidence of liver disease than did the females. 
Many complex and divergent pathways were investigated before arriving 
at these rather simple conclusions. This investigation was especially 
interesting because it caused the participants to consider interrela-
tionships and data that needed investigation before arriving at their 
decision after a series of exclusions. 
One of the most productive investigations dealt with the effect 
of gentamicin on renal function. The maximum BUN level for patients 
receiving gentamicin was significantly different from that of patients 
not receiving the medication. Diuretics did not affect the BUN levels 
of the patientso There were 55 patients who received gentamicin. Fig-
ures 30 6 and 3.7 illustrate two HELP sectors used for extracting crea-
tinine values from the patient data. 
The HELP sector shown in Figure 3.6 is designed to extract from 
the patient data the maximum creatinine value for a patient before re-
ceiving gentamicin. The maximum creatinine value retrieved will be stored 
as a variable associated with each patient in a population. The first 
line of the sector is the message or name of the variable being created. 
The final evaluation (FVAL) is the maximum serum creatinine value for 
the patient, extracted using all of the statements in the HELP sector 
through and including statement C. The next line A indicates that the 
patient record is to be searched for the first dosage of gentamicin. 
Gentamicin is an anti infective drug among the group of drugs known as 
aminoglycosideso Statement B instructs the computer to abort further 
searching if the patient did not receive gentamicin. Statement C is 
Maximum serum creatinine before gentamicin therapy 
FVAL C 
A Anti-infectives, (A) aminoglycosides, (B) gentamicin=== 
MGM 1st 
B Exist if (not A) exit 
C (A) SMA-12, Creatinine (X10) MG%, (B) SMA-12, specimen 
type Boolean (A NE Q) and (8 EQ 18) maximum from 4 
months before event A to 1 minute before event A 
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Fig. 3.6. A HELP sector for extracting maximum serum creati-
nine values before gentamicin therapy. 
Maximum serum creatinine after gentamicin therapy 
FVAL B 
A Anti-infectives, (A) aminoglycosides, (8) gentamicin __ _ 
MGM, (C) DC date to get Clast 
B (A) SMA-12, creatinine (X10) MG%, (8) SMA-12, specimen 
type Boolean (A NE Q) and ( EQ 18) maximum from 1 
minuted after event A 
Figa 3.7. A HELP sector for extracting maximum serum creati-
nine values after gentamicin therapy is terminatedo 
more complex and consists of five parts. Each part is presented in 
the following discussion: 
At (A) in statement C the value for creatinine is specified as 
one compoment from the SMA-12 lab test Q At (B) the specimen type is 
requesteda Parts (A) and (B) are followed by Boolean logic~ For 
example, the creatinine value (from Part A) cannot be zero, meaning 
we must have a positive value for creatinineo Similarly, the specimen 
type (from Part B) must be a blood sample (a specimen type of 18 means 
it is a blood sample). The fourth portion indicates the maximum crea-
tining value is to be retrieved. The fifth portion indicates the time 
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limit restrictions. It specifies that the maximum creatinine value is 
to be sought from the patient data in the period from four months 
before receiving the first dosage of gentamicin (event at statement A) 
to one minute before receiving the drug. When the computer has fin-
ished evaluating line C, it will have retrieved the maximum serum 
creatinine value for the patient before receiving gentamicin. This 
value is referenced in the FVAL statement. 
Figure 3.7 illustrates a second HELP sector designed to extract 
the maximum serum creatinine value after gentamicin therapy has termi-
nated Q Since there is great similarity in the logoc for the two HELP 
sectors in these figures, an explanation of only the distinguishing 
characteristics of the sector shown in Figure 3.7 follows. 
Statement A directs the computer to retrieve the discontinua-
tion date (DC) of the last gentamicin therapy. Statement B directs 
the computer to extract the maximum creatine value from the patient 
record beginning at one minute following the termination of gentamicin 
therapy. 
The creatinine levels were measured before and after receiving 
gentamicin, and found to be significantly different from each other. 
This was not surprising because it generally is clinically believed 
that gentamicin has a potentially derogatory effect on renal function. 
What is surprising was that when the trends of creatinine level before 
and after receiving gentamicin were compared, the patients actually 
exhibited the highest creatinine levels before receiving the medica-
tiona This was considered a very significant discovery, worthy of note 
for the clinicians' decision-making. 
Competencies Required of 
Instructor and Student 
The comments in this section are for the most part based on 
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analysis of the tapes, though a few of the observations were suggested 
by the participants. The competencies for the instructor are pre-
sented first. The order of presentation of each item has no special 
significance. 
The instructor must be an expert in the subject being studied. 
This seems obvious but experience showed that the more knowledgeable 
the expert the more meaningful the session. This does not preclude 
the possibility for independent study. 
Ideally, the teacher should understand the theoretical basis 
for the statistical tests available. For instance, he should know that 
parametric tests assume a normal distribution (i.e., 1 test is for small 
normally distributed populations), and that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
for significance makes no assumption about the distribution. The fac-
ulty member must be comnlitted to the notion of arriving at a diagnostic 
decision using more formal and quantitative techniques. An ability to 
ask clinically-relevant questions is perhaps one of the most important 
qualities of an instructor using this system. The one leading the in-
vestigation must ask questions to direct the students that they may 
Itdiscover ll for themselves the answers. There is almost an overwhelrn-
ing urge to immediately give the answers and an effort must be exerted 
to refrain from doing SOo With this important concept it reinforces 
the first competency noted above. The more the instructor knows of 
the interrelationships of parameters in the subject matter, the better 
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the questions he can ask. Asking the right questions assumes the in-
structor has the session mapped out so that it focuses on the objec-
tives to be taught. 
The students gain the most when they have a thorough knowledge 
of physiological systems and an understanding of the interrelationships 
of each. In particular the students should have reviewed the physiology 
pertaining to the subject being investigated before using the system. 
The students should have some clinical experience with patients rela-
ting to the subject being investigated. In general, the value of the 
system seems to be proportional to the extent of clinical experience in 
the subject area. This is not to say that the inexperienced partici-
pant is eliminated from using the system, but that the depth of learn-
ing is more significant with more clinical experience. Unlike the 
frame-oriented systems that provide remedial feedback or the quick 
"correct answer," this system does not "spoon feed" answers to the 
participants. 
The system1s structure encourages the student to stretch his 
reasoning and creative capacities, by providing clinical data and many 
flexible analytical capabilities. The type and implications of the 
analysis are as far-reaching as the student is able to conceive and 
the data base permits Q Therefore some degree of creativity and exten-
sive reasoning capabilities are required to realize the potential for 
which the system was designed. This characteristic cannot be over-
emphasized. 
When students work in groups, the pooling of ideas through dis-
cussion may create a more productive learning environment. This was 
noted especially when three residents worked together ;n one session. 
CHAPTER IV 
Significant Features and Contributions of 
This Nonauthored Medical CAl System 
Most CAl systems, including thenonauthored systems, are only 
used once by a student for one subject area (e.g., learning a program-
ming language syntax). If a student does return for additional ses-
sions it is usually for review purposes only. For example, using con-
ventional frame-oriented CAl systems, a student will rarely use the 
system more than twice for the same course, because of the boredom 
involved in seeing the identical material repeated. In order for a 
student to view additional related material an "authorll must dedicate 
many hours to create new courseware for the student. Even with the 
nonauthoredsystems previously presented, the material is subject-
specific so that no options exist to move to other subjects of inter-
est in the same discipline. The SCHOLAR system for example could not 
readily present information on European countries without additional 
data collection and enlargement of the semantic network. 
The demonstrations of this system have shown that it is not 
subject-specific nor are extensive hours of authoring required when a 
new subject area is requested. However, a significant amount of 
computer time is consumed in generating the data base for a new sub-
ject area. Though other subjects could have been studied, time con-
straints would not permit the investigation of all the additional 
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subject areas suggested by the participantso 
When a new subject area for study is selected, the time required 
to generate the data base for it is usually less than the number of 
hours spent in using the system for investigations. Most CAl systems 
report author/lesson ratios on the order of 50:1, 150:1,400:1 (i.e., 
150 hours of authoring time to provide enough material to keep the 
student active at the terminal for one hour) while this system actually 
showed a reversal of that trend. For example, it may require five to 
eight hours to (1) determine which populations and variables are 
required, and (2) extract the data base. Only a small part of the 
generation time involves the faculty members; most involves only a 
computer technician. Using the data base the students could spend 
two to three times the data base set-up time pursuing their investi-
gations. This is dependent on the depth of the investigations. 
The existence of this system itself is significant because of 
its generative characteristics. It contributes by filling part of 
the void in nonauthored systems and responds to the call by CAl ex-
perts, who have requested that more emphasis be placed on the develop-
ment of nonauthored systems. At the same time medical CAI experts are 
suggesting added emphasis be placed on clinically-relevant CAlo This 
nonauthored medical CAI system was conceived in response to both of 
these demands. It is clinically relevant as evidenced by the response 
of the participants in the demonstrations. 
The system permits interactive creation of lists of populations 
and variables as well as flexible statistical analysis. Though these 
and other attributes make it a powerful tool for analysis, its purpose 
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is not primarily to teach that data are distributed in some particular 
way or that two variables are correlated with a certain correlation 
coefficiento To analyze the data in such a manner is like memorizing 
facts and figures for decision-making. Its more comprehensive purpose 
is to provide a tool that encourages the student to practice and 
improve his skills in inductive reasoning, which extends into other 
kinds of data. Using these skills the student can study the relation-
ships of selected laboratory tests with diseases and explore the rela-
tive frequencies of disease manifestations. Further the student can 
use these skills to explore the data and to develop diagnostic and 
prognostic decision criteria leading to hypotheses which can be treated 
against the data base. 
Because this nonauthored medical CAl system uses HELP logic as 
an integral part, it provides an opportunity for a trained participant 
to formalize the decision-making logic so that it may actually be 
tested against currently hospitalized patients. Unfortunately, none 
of the participants was able to attain the level of sophistication 
needed to create the logic into a formal HELP sector. Had time been 
allocated to studying the HELP system, the participants doubtless 
could have accomplished some formal logic definitions. The problem 
was simply insufficient training in using the HELP system itself. 
The demonstration revealed that clinicians not only will use 
the system once but will request opportunities to do so repeatedly. 
It also showed that it is possible and desirable in some cases to use 
the system for independent investigations. The fact that the system 
is self-documenting via the population/variable and audit trai'l 
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printouts make this an even more viable alternative. 
This nonauthored medical CAI system runs under the control of 
the STRATO system. The University of Utah Department of Medical 8io-
physics and Computing has demonstrated a commitment to the maintenance 
of STRATO. This virtually assures the availability of this CAI sys-
tem. Part of the design philosophy was to integrate the system with 
an ongoing effort so that it might continue to be available to inter-
ested clinicians. Further details on this subject and possible exten-
sions to the system appear in the next section. 
Possible Future Enhancements 
Worthy of Consideration 
The participants' comments outlined in Chapter III should per-
haps receive priority for implementation. These would include a con-
version algorithm for making the variable values more readable, and a 
programmed introduction to the generative medical CAl system. 
At times it is enlightening to see an actual patient's file 
from the medical records department. The system is designed to blank 
out all patient names, while reviewing patient data, to maintain 
patient privacy. Therefore, currently it ;s impossible for the user 
to identify any patient by name. Consequently, any particular patient 
file cannot be retrieved from medical records. It would therefore be 
convenient to provide an additional option whereby the user can specify 
a patient number which would be displayed automatically in the medi-
cal records deparment. Persons in medical records could then respond 
by making the patient record available for retrival by a responsible 
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Some advanced CAl systems provide a touch panel display per-
mitting the user to touch with a finger or light pen, objects, words, 
or other material being displayed on the screen. With such an option 
available to users of the nonauthored medical system, they could view 
a scattergram and circle or touch a patient or sets of patients on the 
scattergram. The patient(s) so designated could then be set aside into 
populations for more extensive examination. The capability to select 
patients from the scattergram is possible with the current system, but 
the procedure to accomplish it is not nearly as simple as that pro-
posed here. 
A most exciting extension of this system would be to routinely 
transfer all patient data to random access devices (800 megabyte discs, 
magnetic domains, etc.) adding it to the archival data base already 
there. Inverted files could be created for this large data base to 
improve access times. Using this expanded data base a physician could 
create a data base consisting of X patients with characteristics simi-
lar to those of a specific patient now hospitalized. An automatic 
interface could be created to select the set of patients to be included 
in the population, directly from the specified patient's history, sex, 
disease state, laboratory values, medications, and other critical par-
ameters. This would permit the clinician to simply specify the current 
patient and a few other data items to initiate the generation of a set 
of patients "like" the current one. 
This would permit decision-making using actual clinical data 
on perhaps hundreds of similar patients to the current patient. The 
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cost of maintaining such a data base would be significant, but it 
would provide an analytical capability for decision-making with signif-
icant potential. Such a system that is available to the clinician and 
is simple to operate should provide a wealth of relevant data ulti-
mately leading to better decision-making and better care. 
If such a system were operational it would be used because it 
meets the immediate needs of the clinician. One usually studies that 
which will payoff in treatment of current patient problems. This 
was especially true of the demonstrations in this study. The most 
enthusiastic participants designed their investigations to be rele-
vant to their current needs. These ideas all require a significant 
commitment of funds and time for fruition. A more realistic exten-
sion with possibilities for achievement appears below. 
Participants and an observer (a faculty member in the College 
of Medicine at the University of Utah) suggested that a course be 
organized to teach formal systems for medical decision-making. Fur-
thermore they suggested that such a course offer practical applica-
tions via laboratory sessions using this nonauthored medical CAl sys-
tem. This is only being discussed presently but it could obviously 
be an immediate and realistic extension of the system. 
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